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Friday, January 18, 1974

What Are You Doing Here?
·Who did the most to
put New Mexico on
the map?

What do you want from this university?
a. a meaningful learning experience
b. two meaningful learning experiences
c.. a degree, and to hell with the above
d. out

a. Joc Montoya
b. Albet Falls
c. Billy the Kid
d. Bo Did.dley

How can this university be improved?
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yes _ _ no _ _

Which Map?
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The Student Senate Is:

Ross Perkn1-------s in private.
Ferre.l Heady's beard looks like the Dickens.
True

False _ _

What does a college degree mean to you?

a. the legislative branch of the
Associated Students of New
Mexico, consisting of 20 senators elected at large
b. a zoo

Imagine, for a moment, that everything in
todays world .had gone sour-there's an energy
crisis, corruption in government at all levels,
oppressiQn of minority groups, poverty, hunger
arid despair of the spirit throughout the country.
What would you, as an intelligent student and
potential leader of tomorrow, propose as a
solution?

a. it means that upon graduation I .can get a good job
b. it means that after I graduate
I can then go to TVI and get
a good job
c. it means I've paid my debt to
society
d. it means I'll get a kiss from my momma and a wristwatch from Sears when I graduate
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(Three words or less.)·----
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The University Community Forum is:
How well do you know your university?
Ferrel Heady
Norm Ellenberger
Chester Travelstead
Rudy Feldman

Match the following:

pHysical plant man·of-the-month
UNM assistant mah-jong coach
an alternative to Amtrak
living proof that a college
education guarantees a good job

a. A ruin in G(ecce
b. no one
c. really
'd. cares

Apathy is:

)

~-

a. an infection of the inner ear

b. a policy in South Africa that
s~parates black people from
white people
c. don't know and don't care.

A "radical" is:
a. a kind of tire made by Goodyear
b. someone who throws marshmallows at Strom Thurmond
c. a passe concept, like "commitment," 1'irtvolvement,' 1 and
"concern for your fellow human being."

The New Mexico Daily lOBO is:
a. the campus newspaper, published daily every regular week of the university year; edited and
managed by students under the supervision of the Student Publications Board comprised of
both students and faculty members.
b. the sixth largest daily rag in New Mexico
c. free
d. overpriced
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The biggest disappointment of 1973
was:
a. Richard Nixon
b. Kohoutek
c. Wendy Berlowitz' bubs

Mario Torrez is from Waukegan, Illinois.
True

What do you read in the LOBO:
a. the classifieds
bl&<the.-;date f.~.• .- v II (
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True _ _
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Summer Dates Set
The dates for the 19 7 4 UNM
S11mmer Session ha¥c been
changed by the Registrar's office
because classes were originally set
to begin a week before tbe close
of many Now Mexico public
schools.
The new schedule for summer
classes was decided by the
Calendar Committee. Registration
will be June 8 and instruction
starts June 10.
Helen Jackson of the
Registrar's office said "the impact
on public school teachers and
students wanting to attend
summer school" had fotccd tho
change,
She added that the dates in the
University bullcUn arc now
incorrect but all the schools in the
slate ha¥e been notified of tho
present summer schedule. 1
The last date for the receipt of

""
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u ndorgraduate applications and
credentials for summer school or
appointment request is June 1 at
noon.
The graduate deadline for
applications is April 15.
The summer session will ond
Aug, 2,
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The largest popcon1 plant is
Clarks Cereal Products, Ltc. of

0'

p

England
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(instituted in 1933 ), which in
1971.-71 produced an unrivaled
21,000,000 packets of "Butter
Kist."
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------In London, in 1970, a
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6 2-year·old grandmother, after

flunking 40 tcsls, finally won

her

drivcr

1

S

license.

Unfortunately after spending
$700 on lessons, she said she
couldn't afford to buy a car.
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(Photos by Michael Gandert)

The new 'information center in the SUB.

Tom Hogg

Student Information Center
Now Open in Student Union

One of Albuquerque's Fine Stores

GRADUATE
WITH
A Diamond From
Bluestein .Jewelers
If you're planning a
engagegraduation
ment,
capture
the
meaning of the occasion
with a diamond ring.
Styled
for
today's
tastes. Guaranteed for a
lifetime. Our trained
personnel will help you
choose the ring that's
right for your lifestyle
and
budget
From $185

By MICHAEL TARASOFF
A new student information center, designed to
provide students with information concerning
university policies, deadlines, geographic directions
and maps and events around the university, was
opened Jan. 16 in the SUB.
The center, manned by work-study program
students from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 6 to 9 p.m.
Monday through Friday, is the result of the efforts
of Dr. Harold Lavender, vice president of student
affairs; Karen Glaser, dean of students, and Glaser's
assistant, Tom Hogg III. The program is styled after
similar highly successful programs initiated at the
University of Wisconsin, and the University of
California at Berkeley.
Hogg, director of the center, said the staff intends
to strive toward a pleasant, congenial format in

aiding the student. "Instead of running all over the
campus in search of an individual or department and
occasionally having one's head snapped off by an
irate secretary, the student will be able to obtain
friendly, concise directions to appropriate campus
offices, organizations, and officials," Hogg said.
The center is located just inside the east entrance
of the SUB, and will provide information via two
telephones (277-4606 and 277-6441), as well as
over-the-counter. However, due to a limited budget
the center will usually be staffed by only one
person, thus, a request is made that whenever
possible inquiries should be made in person.
Hogg said he hoped all students will take
advantage of the new ser¥ice since student response
will have a definite effect upon the fate of this
program.

YOUR BIRTHDAY TODA Y-Qpen the doors, let it
all hang out. Enjoy the two days of freedom you have
left. Love everybody and take special care of your right
kidney.
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Stereo Needs
@PIONEER'

~

O.PI~KERI~G

Department spokesman said.
.
Calvin Williums, 57, was
T~e spokesman smd no cha.rgcs
arreslrd Nov. 23 . Authorities kept h ~v.< been. br?Uilh.t. agn1nst
the Ul'l'est Sl'Crel llniil !.he Bild rll,hnmsi but said ~lllmm.s ~as
Zeilung Newspaper CUI'I'ied a ·lre·rng >eld undo!' uwesilgatrve
dispatch Mond~y.
.uest.

Why does

a college student
need life insurance?
Ont• good n•,hon-·11 dt•mtm;lr.1lt'' lm<lrH ial
n•,porl"billly. ·\ gro\\lllg rHJil1il<'J ol Pmploypr;
lookrng lor lhl' t hur,H ll'ri,llt 111 prmpt•t livt•

.H('

(llllplo\ (I Pl.,.

1hr•H• Mt'

111<111\

otlwr 1111pon.m1 rl'<l'"ll'

'il'''

Th<'l 'n• <ill< O\('rl'd 111.1
1.11 booklt•l: "Wh\'
( ollt•).\l' ~tud<'f1!' .H<' llu1 111g lit(' il1'ur.uH <'."for
d IH'I' < opy ,IIIlo llhilg,11JOI1, Wrlll' Of< <Jil.
Bert Atkins
120 Va"ar DriVP, SJ..
AllHlqut•rquP, N.M !l710h
'j()'i/2'i5· lhll

Sout/1westorn Ufl~
Happiness IS wl1nt wo soli
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ITALIAN
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Submarine Sandwiches
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"GRINDERS" as we call them.
We offer •• REGULAR-VEGETARIAN-GENOA SALAMI-HAM-TUNA-PROSCIUITOCAPOCOLLA-SAUSAGE-MEATBALL-ROAST BEEF-VEAl PARMESAN-PASTRAMI-

I

CORNED BEEF

··=.

=:.::::•

all served on a crusty loaf of Italian bread

FOR FINE ITALlAN GRINDERS
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Sensuous "FUR" Bedspreads
~1
Kiln Dried 2" x 10 Wood Frames
~Complete Systems
Guaranteed Mattresses\
Waterbed He~ters
~aterbed' Shee!s
\
Foam lnsulahon Pads _ Ftt_ted Safety Lmers
\·

crown
lnTEl:rriaTronat
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Ultralinear
SUPERSCOPE.
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First and Best Grinders
in Albuquerque
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thl' souml approad1 ro qtuJ!ily
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'!fBi\~ !8~9D
~
I024 San Pedro NE
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ALTEC.
'A {)/VISION OF ALTEC CORPORATION
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Open M-~-F till 9:00
296-6978
7611 Menaul NE
. ___!
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At the smallest prices.
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EXTENDED TERMS AVAILABLE
Bank Americard

BERLIN (UPI)- An American
citizen, who id<•ntifi<•d himself as
a reporlel' for a New York City
newspaper, has b<'Oil Hrl'osted on
suspicion of bcin[i u spy for East
German)•, n West Berlin Justice

I

1 ~AN~~~~RG

Get the biggest choice in \

Phone 266-1405
Master Charge

'Americarr:Charged Witfr·sp yihfl

2k·

C.et your Volkswagen
pointed FREE!

You can 'earn easy money, every rnonth during school,
for doing nearly nothing. Beetleboards of America will
paint your car FREE, in Incredible fashion, and pay you
for driving It around as usual. That's practically all there
is to it. For the full story, Write immediately to;
Beetle boards of America, Inc.
Or call
7785 Sunset Blvd.
(213) 876-7517
Los Angeles, California 90046
Colle,ct
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By STARA GAZING
"" ' '
~
ARIES-Your life-style is about to take
0 .
a dramatic step. Change your typewritt't
:§ ",.,..
ribbon.
TAURUS-The friendships of the world
..
~"'
are oft confederacies of vice, or leagues of
1=1
pleasure. Watch that tie that binds.
.§
GEMINI-It's time to start trimming
X
lo'<':·1.. '-awa.v at your habits. Your hair, your
:?:"
smoking and your watermelon plant are
~
good places to start.
z
.;
CANCER-You will win second place f/!:. ~·
in
the Guggenheim chip tossing~.~~.'
"'§:,
tournament. Pack your bags for Salinas t( ·•,,
~
for the final bake-off.
LEO-The bounds of a man's
f&• :;A,}, knowled~e are easily concea~ed but you've
:i":i.\ been domg too good of a JOb. Doff that
pointed cap.
VIRGO-Ignore the dirty forks at
restaurants. It makes your friends
uncomfortable.
--;:(i¥-·· LIBRA-You have much to accomplish
' :·..
in the next few days. It may behoove you
--~..F'-. to get the 67-hour flu.
SCORPIO-Your talents should be~
exercised. They are just itching to get out
'
into the open air .
SAGITTARIUS-Hold your nose and .
count to 23, turn around twice and
someone you hoped you'd never see again
will be waiting in the wings.
CAPRICORN-You impress many
often, but not for long. Give up trying to
hide the real you behind closed doors.
AQUARIUS-Your strutting only
serves to hide your pent up perfection'ist
tendencies. Slouch along with the rest of
creation.
PISCES-Everyone is watching you
carefully, my friend. Tell them to
•
off an_d then if you want, go ahead and
drink prune juice.

11>
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Dagcnham, Essex,
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THE RED, WHITE & GREEN
STRIPED SHOP

_i=:.

Across From Yale Park at

111 Harvard S.E.

266
: : : Serving

I
1

Spumoni Ice Cream

I
.-
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by Garry Trudeau

QOONESBORY
600P

ass
Recard & Tape s I
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;: HAV!i AflllTH!iR

The Department of Political Science and Division of Intcr·American
Affairs is going to off"r two new courses to its 197 4 Spring Registration
Schedule.
The courses added recently arc Latin American Political Thought
(Po!ltical Science 363), Inter-American Relations (Political Science
H5) and will be taught by Professor Edward J. Williams.
Williams is a visiting professor from the faculty of the University of
Arizona and author of books on Latin American Christian Democratic
Pnrties, Political Themes of Inter-American Relations and Latin
American Political Thought, This is Williams second semester as a
visiting professor.
.....
,.,,
,
..._..

Ys; IT's
P/?liTTY

NAT!Of/AlS.ci!RIT'I
11155/IJfl RJI< )!?!!,
;: /1./Af/T YOII 70
APPf!AI~ 11Y
I TAPPS.

f/AR/)70
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Sale

Accelerated Spanish Offered
Is

your car
running like
a lemon?

An accelerated course in basic
Spanish will be offered this
semester to UNM faculty, staff
and doctoral candidates.
'rhc course, "Spanish for
Professionals," is sponsored by
the Latin American Center and
geared toward those persons who
need intensive work in that
language for field operations and
research. professional

40% off on

all
Motorcraft parts.
Products to fit all
makes of cars.
Complete line. of
emission control parts.
APK Auto Parts
4402 Menaul N.E. 266-5971

correspondence, as wel1 as
practkal communicat.ion.
Dr. Marshall Nason, director
of the Latin American Center,
said, "Considerable attention will
be given to the acquisition of
specialized professional
vocabularies, especially in those
fields newly involved in Latin
American programs, such as
education, business and

Science of Mind Center
REV. LUIS DEL AGUILA, D.O.
Worship Service 11 a.m,

Message:
Do you include God
in you life?

A Series
Wednesday Meditation
Service 8 PM
LOCATION
3320 SAN PEDRO NE

EXTENSIVE METAPHYSICAL
BOOKS HOP OPEN DAILY
For Personal Consultations
Call 265-7939

administrative sciences, ~
architecLure and urban planning." ~
Prof. Leon Marquez will be in
charge,of the new program.
"He has a broad experience in
this kind of instruction, having
offered specialized courses for the
Schools of Law and Medicine, as
well as certain federal agencies
such as the Forest Service," Dr.
Nason said.
The classes will meet five days a
week (an hour each day) for four
hours of academic credit.
They will consist of three
sessions weekly of exposition and
two of practical drills and
exercises. Additional drill
materials will be prepared for use
on conventional cassettes for use
on automobile or home playback
units.
Since the instruction rate in
this course will be quite rapid
some prior knowledge of Spanish
would be helpful, but not
necessary, Nason said.
Persons interested in taking
4
'Spanish for Professionals';
should contact the Latin
American Center in Ortega Hall.

Prices

l:iaad

Entire Calumbia & Capital

Reg. 5.98
Sale 3.89 per disc
I

I '

I

1

n

.Jan. 2&th

thru
Catala-:~

an Sale

Reg. 6. 98 8 track & cassette
Reg. 6. 98
Sale 4.79 per tape
Sale 4.49 per disc

n•

1

.J<m,ati~"' ri:viHg.lto" .seoe~~rr
Jnclu"•ng

Be Lonel~l.ookrn11 Sky'Oeoll Fill her
AniMm Fl•9hi01ThoGull Skyb•rd

lncludrng

ltJ Al11g11t Wrlh M.Jle'lrdropt In MyEyet
A. Lady

K•clo.lnTheHe•d'ThankThiiOft~;l,

NEW RIDERS
The Adventures of Panama Red

NEIL DIAMOND

•

4.39

THE BAND

SMAS·ll235

Three sections of the course are
planned-ones beginning at 7:30
a.m., 12:30 and 4:30p.m.

Billy Paul
WarOfThe Gods

atet tl s
o Beds
Sale

largest waterbed outlet ln. the Southwest

Photograph

4.39

All Angel lPs
On Sale

S49.95

Reg. 5.98
Sale Price

complete·
waterbed system
includes:
bed
frame
liner -

3.89 per disc

3 blocks from UNM
across from Arby' s
next to Guild Theatre
340 7 Central N E
268-8455

CHRISTOPHER PARKENING ALBUM
ANGEL S-36069
Complete Piano Concertos

Paganini Rhapsody
Anievas/New Philharmonia
ANGEL SCB 3801

Prices
SPECIAL MAJOR LP LABEL PURCHASE Begin
at

99¢

MON.-FRI. 10-9 PM
SAT. l 0-6 PM
SUN. NOON-6 PM

4514 Central Ave. SE

266-5924

Across from the Ramada lnn-1 Y4 miles East of

,

-

Justin Stone: Joys of Meditation
Meditation in this country is an
outgrowth of the 'fhird Great
A wal1ening ( L960's), when youths
ll1roughoul were looking (or the
lrue meaning of existence, when
hippies, college professors, college
and high school students ali/w
turned to LSD and pot (or the
answer. Many still do. Others,

however, turned to the Eastern
philosophers and religions to be
taught the secrets of Yoga and the
many other forms of meditation.
Justin Slone was one of these
persons and is now one o( the
major perpetuators of meditation,
He has written an instruction
book on the various techniques of

m edilation called the Joys of
M edilation, despite the notion of
others who (eel it cannot be
/aught through written language.
Stone said, Jwweuer, that
meditation can be taught through
books if the instruction is written
correctly. He said he has written
this booh solely from the
slandpoin I of instruction.
"I tal/1ed to a Catholic priest
and discovered that he had
learned Manasil1i Japa Meditation
from my boo/1. And the priest !tad

led him to Albuquerque, where he
now resides and gives private
instruction. This semester he will
teach a course in T'ai Chi
Chuan~a moving meditation-in
conjunction with the honors
program here.

* • *

,Justin Stone is a man who has
lived a widely diversified life: He
was once a composer~conductor~
orchestrator.-pianist, a member of
the ASCAJ', a former member of
the New York Stock Exchange,

wars," he continued.
"The world is contained in the
individual and that is potentially
joyous. To know it and to
manifest it one should go within;
that is, meditate. Many people
espectally young people, mistake'
pleasure for joy. It is by pleasure
in drugs, whiskey, sex, and movies
that they seek joy-that's nothing
but distorted joy. Pleasure is a
reaction and joy is natural. 11
Stone will begin teaching a
course in T'ai Chi Chuan at UNM

.
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-conference to be Held in Romania
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A c 011 fe renee on world
population will be held in
Buchnt·est, Romania August
17·31. The conference will be
preceded by classes in Lucerne
and Victma July 29 to August. A
student may earn up to 6 credit
hours through Southern
Methodist University and the
hours will be transfet·red to the
stud<'nt's own college,
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To be eligible for a scholarship
a student must be either an
undergraduate or a graduate
student. Successful applicants will
r<>ceive expenses covering round
trip transportation to Europe
fmm New York City, room and
some meals.
Applications must be in the
office of CoaliLion for Population
Year, 110 Mat·yland Avenue NE,

--~-----------------

~
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149 Winrock Center
Phone 294· 7555
Mastercharge
Bank Americard

!'~
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Now is the time to plan your
•
travel for spnng and summer
breaks.

Washington, D.C. 20016 by
February l, 1974.
Selection by the national office
will· be based on active
participation and leadership in a
population relatd activity,
Application forms may be
obtained fm the Coalition office
or a few arc available in Biology
Professor Howard J. Dittmer's
office In Ort<•ga Hall Room 201.

(
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HELP~

Karen Glaser

Harold Lavender

Dean Karen Glaser
Now Acting V.P.

Student Tours to Europe are available at lowest prices.

Let us help you plan your
travel.

1803 louisiana N.E.

256-9000-265-9008

''
Photo by Janice Harding

"T'ai Chi Ch'wan and T'ai Chi Chih are moving meditations."

Dean of Students Karen Glaser
will become UNM 's highest
ranking woman official when she
becomes Acting Vice President for
Student Affairs later this month.
Dean Glaser will hold that
office for six months during the
time Vice President Harold
Lavender is on sabba.ticalleave.
Dr. Lavender plans to go on
leave Jan. 19. Dean Glaser will
serve in his place until Sept. 1.
Glaser has been Dean of
Students since 1971. She joined
the UNM staff in 1962 as a
member of the Dean of Women's
staff. She was named Associate
Dean of Students in 1970.

As Acting Vice President for
Student Affairs, Glaser will be
responsible for all non·academic
services to students, including
such areas as admissions. New
Mexico Union, student aids, and
placement. The office also shares
the responsibility with health
sciences for the student health
service.
Recently, the campus security
office was placed under the
jurisdiction of the Vice President
for Student Affairs.
Glaser earned a master's degree
in student personnel
administration from Indiana
University.

YOU DI~CO\IER
THE MY)TERIE) OF
THE RIGHT )HOE)
FOR THE BEAUTIFUL
CLOTHING YOU WEAR
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I Reo::,~~~:,ho::.:oney Savers
!
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SANSUI QRX 1500
HARMON KARDONI 50
HARMON KARDONI 3308

330.00
300.00
249.95

279.00
249.00
199.95

OURU•t 329.95

99
• 2: 9 . 0 0

•HARMON KARDDNI Comp'ct

PRIC:3:0:

SUPERSCOPE R31 0 Receiver

280.00

SUPERSCOPE 4 Channel Amp

280.00

239.00

224.00
265.00
360.00

120.00
120.00
275,00

330.00
90.00
299.95
189.95
54.95
54.95
19.95
59.95
39.95
19.95

269.95
75.00
219.95
139.95
19.95
19.95
12.95
49.95
29.95
12.95

24 0 0 0

Changers-Turntables
MIRACORD 650 Demo
'MIRACORD 750
THORENS TD 125 MKII Demo

Miscellaneous
SONY CF 620 AM /FM Cassette
ROTELAmp
MARANTZ 2440 Decoder Amp
TEAC 21 0 Cassette Deck Demo
M91 ED Cart
ADC 240 XE Cartridge
AM Headphones
FM Stereo Headphones
KOSS HV1 Headphones
RMS Stereo Headphones

i

hnown the method of
Transcendental Meditation before
he learned this more di((icu/i
form of meditating. He told me
his experience had been very
valid, and bought 15 copies to
give to other priests so llwt they
might learn Manasilzi Japa."
Most of his booh is written
from experience: Three times l!e
stayed at Indian ashrams, has also
followed the monlz's routine at a
zenda, and sal zazen often at the
temples in Japan. His travels have

and a Market Technician during
his financial period.
In an interview, Stone said he
feels "meditation is all·important
because it is man.'s natural way of
turning in upon himself and,
through one-pointedness of mind,
reaching inner depths of being
that he did not once know
existed.
"lf ten per cent of the world
were to begin meditating, it would
be the end of selfishness, greed,
misery and there would be no

It was

on Jan. 23 at 8 p.m. called
Comparative Meditation. "The
idea is to give students a taste of
the practice and theory of the·
many types of meditation so each
one can decide which is best for
him. That's why Baskin and
Robbins has 31 flavors. Many
students are exposed to one
discipline and tell everyone that
their method is the best; but that
only leads to religious wars and
persecution. It is best to have
overall viewpoints."

an everso-

Lonel~

shoe.

T Shirts

·Sweatshirts

Ji . . . ..-

i

and off
it, went,

Jerseys

Your Design or Ours
Fraternity & Sorority Designs
Discounts on Group Orders

Complete Room Decorations
Over 1,000 Posters
Pots, Hanging & Sitting
Nets, Bamboo Curtains, Mobiles
India Tapestries

'"e SpOOFER

SHOP

2404 Central SE

ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM

266-5111

ShOO!

If, was

l

We Print Shirts

what,
a happy

.,.

tess

vest,
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'!'he exhibition life of a
goldfish is normally about 17
years. However, on August, 22,
1970, Mrs. I. M. Paycn of
Du.wlish, Devon, England,
1\nnounc<•d Lhni her pet goldfish
had ust ccl<'imtt('(l ils 34th

'rhc heaviest newborn normal
child recorded in modern times
was a boy weighing 24 lbs. 4 oz.,
born on June 3, 1961, to Mrs,
Saadet Cor of Ceyhan, southern
'I'urkey.

DISCOOltT
PRICES!
WHERE YOU CAN GET EVERYTHING!

LfitiGELLS
ART SUPPLY

COMMERCIAL! FINE ART SUPPLY
RUB·ON TRANSFER LETTERING
AIR BRUSHES/ Sl LK SCREEN/
SIGN SUPPLIES/POSTER BOARD
STENCILING MATERIALS/CLAY/
WOOD CARVING TOOLS/CRAFT/
MACRAME/CANDLE SUPPLIES
DRAFTING SUPPLIES AND PAPERS

FINE CUSTOM FRAMING
METAL SECTION/PLASTIC FRAMES
2510 CENTRAL AVE. 266·3211
ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
3600 4th ST. N. W.
344-5002

.."'

Preface Aid
Expected Soon

"d

GM's Sales Down 42%

~

Auto Sales Drop
DE'I'ROIT (UPI)-U.S. AuiomakNs, in the midst
of a rapid switchovor to small cars, have reported
sales in the opening 10 days of 197 4 slumped 27 per
ctmt. U appcan>d they still don't have enough of the
popular small cars,
Sales of compact and sub·compact cars continued
to increase with Chrysler picking up sales on its Dart
and Valiant models being produced·at Newark, Del.,
which once built full·size cars. American Motors
said it could sell more Hornets and Gremlins if it
could produce them.
General Motors Corp. dropped a whopping 42.5
per cent from last year's Jan. 1·10 period while
American Motors, with its heavy dependence on
small cars, reported a 33 per cent jump, the best
first 1 0-day period in 10 years.
Chrvsler sales were off 7 per cent while Ford
draiNs showed a 14 per cent drop as they delivered
47,937 cars, compared with 55,831 a year ago.
The industry, which saw sales slump 20 per cent
in December to hold 1973 to a 5 per cent increase
over 1972, sold 138,109 in Jan. 1·10 period. That's

"'
0

There are still a few
places left in some of the one
credit_hour U.S.P. courses.
For information and
brochure come to the Honors
Center.
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26.9 per cent below 188,818 a year ago.
t:l
John W. Naughton, Ford vice president for
marketing, said sales continued to follow the
pattern set in November and December and added
"the unsettled question about future fuel supplies" cr'
_o
is holding down sales.
GM dealers delivered 58,256 cars in the Jan. 1-10 to
period, compared with 101,357 a year ago. GM Vice
President Mack W. Worden said sales should increase !';
"with a restoration of consumer confidence as to '<:
our fuel avai1ability."
.'71
Chrysler sold 23,518 cars in the first 10 days of
1974, compared with 25,300 a year ago.
_,
With sales still dropping and an estimated 60,000
auto workers permanently laid off, auto dealers
went into 1974 with the largest stockpile of unsold
passenger cars ever for this time of year. '!'he
stockpile was equal to a 70-day dupply at current
sales rates.
Unlike its "big three" competitors, AMC had
only a 44-day supply of cars, those in dealer
inventories or in transit from assembly points.

The
Undergraduate Seminar
Program
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The Atomic Energy
Commission is expected to grant
more than $38,000 to UNM for
expansion next fall of the
university's program aimf"d at
encouraging more qualified
minority students to select
engineering careers.
UNM was one of four
universities in the nation selected
to participate in the program-The
PRE-Freshman and Cooperative
Education Program- for this
school year. It received a grant of
$14,400 from AEC for this year's
operation.
Because of the increased funds
UNM's present limit of ten
students for the PREFACE
program is expected to be
increased to about 25 next year.
"Students selected for the
PR EFAOE program receive
financial assistance of $600 during
their freshman year," said UNM

CWAMembers
Choose Officers
UNM blue-collar workers have
elected Darwin Erickson, an
electrician, president of Local
8 6 7 0 of the Communications
Workers of America.
Also elected were Narcis A.
Vaudrin, a repairman, vice
prcsiden t, and Shirley Herrera, a
kitchen worker, secretary·
treasurer.
Erickson said the officers will
serve two· or thrce·year terms
depending on interpretation of
CWA regulations.
Erickson said the CWA local
has presented UNM a proposal for
wage increases averaging 10 per
cent for a contract period
beginning in September 1974.

'

.

Prof. K. T. Feldman Jr., who
directs the program.
"They arc also placed in
summer jobs at local industry
where they earn $400 to $450 a
month," he said.
Feldman also said thai the
PREFACE program grant, along
with a previous Department of
Health, Education and Welfare
grant of $32,000 earmarked for
tutoring and counseling of
students helps balance UNM's
program by offering direct
assistance to engiowering students.
Candidates for the PREFACE
program must he minority
students, including women, who
are scheduled to graduate from
high school in 1974 and who are
interesLt~d in engin('Pring.
These students should contact
the UNM Engineering Cooperative
Education office in thP Farris
Engineering Center on campus.

Regional UNM V.P.
Candidates Sought

i
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UNM is seeking candidates for
the university's new vice
presidency for regional and
community affairs.
Announcements of the opening
have been distributed throughout
New Mexico, the Southwest and
in other parts of the nation.
The primary responsibilities of
the new position include
uutiJizing existing University
resources in assessing and meeting
certain educational, social, and
e'conomic needs of the local

community, state, and r(igion;
providing" creative leadership in
developing innovative methods for
meeting these needs; and
strengthening ties betwe(ln the
University and the various publics
it serves."

The office will be responsible
for liaison with the University's
external publics, the Gallup and
Northern branch colleges, Division
of Continuing Education, and
Institute for Social Research and
Development.
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for these answers
and many more
contact the
Where do I go if I've lost my I.D.
Are the Rolling Stones coming
What do I do for this itching sensation
What is happening on campus
How do I DROP a class
How do I ADD a class
Are the Rolling Stones going
Where is the Sociology Department
How can I get out of here
Who is the Vice President for business and
finance
Who Can I complain to about parking
Why am I here
What am I going to do after graduation
Where are student government offices
Do they serve salt peter at the dorms
Where do I go for a personal problem
Can I sell things on the mall
What is ASUNM and where is it
Where can I get a part time job
Is the Union food really fresh
Can you get birth control pills on campus

'"""d'"g and
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THEORY
t"
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ACCDUHTIHG I

J

... $3.95

tncludmg 275 SOLVED PROBLEMS

{

ACCOUNTIHG II • . • . • • . $3.95
tnc:lu!ltr.g 2SO SOLVED PROBLEMS

I

ACOUSTICS , , , , • , ..•. $4.95
lncludlni 245 SOLVED PROBLEMS
AOVlHCf:O CALCULUS •• $4.50

)

I

intiUdlng 925 SOlvtD PROBLEMS

ADVANCED NATKEMATICS fer_
Scientists l Engineers . $4.95
lncludinJ: 9!10 SOLVED PROBlEMS

ADV.lNCED

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS $5.95

\

Student"

Jnclud'"g 133 SOLVED PROBLEMS

'

i

'·I

'

I

in the main lobby of the SUB
or call

277-4606/277-6441
... ''
..

Hours: 8:00am-5:00pm & 6:00 pm-9:00 pm
Monday through Friday

BASIC MATIUM.lTICS

fLUID MECKAHICS

1Jl
l I

COLlECE MATH£MAliCS $3.95
lne1ud1ng 1850 SOLV£D PROBLEMS
FLUID DYNAMICS ••.•... $3.95
includ•ne: 100 SOLVED PROBLEMS
J. HYDRAULICS •..... $3.95
including 415 SOLVED PROBLEMS

FRENCH CRAMMAR •..••. $2.95
lSS Sets ul Ans.weri!d [Ulf(ISU
CENERAL TOPOLOGY ..•• $4.50
including 650 SOLVED PROBLEMS
CENETIC:S .•• , ........ $3.95
including .500 SOLVED PROBLEMS
CROUP HIEOR.J .. _..... $4.50
lncludinr; 600 SOLVEO PROBLEMS
LAGRANGIAN DYNAMICS . $3.95
InclUding 21.5 SOLVED PROBLEMS
LAPLAC£ TIV,NSFOAMS ••• $3.95
including 450 SOLVEO PROBLEMS
LINEAR ALGUIAA ••••••• $3.95
including 6CO SOLVED PROBLEMS
MACHINE DESIGN •. , ••. $4.50
Including 320 SOLVED PROBLEMS
MATHEMATICAL H..NDBOOK
of Forma In and Tables $3.95
MATHEMATICS
DFFINANCE ......... S3.50
lncludlne: 500 SOLVED PROBLEMS
MATRICES •• , •••.• , • , •• $3.95
indudin[ 3~0 SOLVED PROBLEMS
MECHANICAL VIBRATIONS $3.95
Including 225 SOLVEO PROBLEMS
MODERN ALGEBRA ••.••• $3.95
including .1125 SOLVED PROBLEMS

MOOE.IIH
ElEMENTARY ALC£8RA $3.50
1nclmt1nf 2500 SOLV[t) PROBL£MS
MODERN INTRODUCTORY
DiffERENTIAL
EQUATIONS
• __ $3.95
lntlud1ng 382 SOl \'ED PROBLEMS
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS . $4.95
InclUding 715 SOLVfD PROBUMS
PU.NE UOMETRY
$2.50
1nc!udmg 850 SOLVED PROBLEMS

1

401 Wyoming N.E.
-

--

The Cultural Program Committee
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

present

Semester II, 1974
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

February?
Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra
February 14
Two Gentlemen of Verona
February 19
Prisoner of 2nd Avenue
March 26
Ambakaila
Carnival of Trinidad
Ap:r:il13.
Luis Rivera Dance Co.

1nclt.<d1R(

~00

SOLVED PROBLEMS

PROJECTIVE C[DMElRY . $3.95
Including 200 SOLVED PROBLEMS

REAL VARIABLES . . . .

$4.95
lntiL1d1ng 315 SOl YEO PROBLEMS

REINFORCED CONCRETE

DESU:N ... _....... $4.50
Including 200 SDLY£0 PROBUMS

SET JJIEORY ...... , •.. $3.50
indudlnr 530 SOLVED PROBLEMS
SPANISH GRAMMAR .. , •• $2.95
210Se1s of Answered Eurclsu
STATE SPACt and
LINEAR SYSTEMS ..... $4.95
includ1ng :1:20 SOLVED PROBLEMS
STATISTICS ........... $3.95
including BJS SOLVED PROBLEMS
STRENGTH Of
MATERIAlS, 2/td •.••• $4.95
Including 345 SOLVED PRODLEMS
ST.IIUCJURALANALYSIS •• $4.95
inclUding 200 SOLVED PROBLEMS
lEST ITEMS
IN" IDUCA1JON ....... $3.50
including" 3100 TEST II EMS
THEORETICAL MECHANICS $3.95
lncludmr 720 SOLVED PROBLEMS
THERMODYNAMICS ••••• $4.95
including 225 SOLVED PROBLEMS

Tickets for the above are available
three weeks in advance of performance. UNM Students with
Activity Cards are offered tickets
at Y2 the public prices.

TIUHSMISSION liNES ••• $4.95
Jncll.idin& 165 SOLVED PROBLEMS

TRii;ONDMOIU' • ~ •••••• $2.95
!ncludin& GBO SOLVED PROBLEMS
'i'ECTOR ANALYSIS •••••• $3.95
IMILI!Iing 480 SOlVED PR08L[MS

.... J

Phone 265-7981

\.uw'l'rl"!!!!l!!t!W!t! ... ""'~~'""~"!l~""'!!:n!"""!!l!"'l:!m!!'ll"t!"'"''!!!1""' ... ""'t"I!!"'"T!I!T!"!"'11!!"''1'!1J!II""'"''Im!!I!7!!"1'1Wb'
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PROBABiliTY . . • . • • • • . $3.95

We honor BankAmericard and • - ·
Master Charge
j;;;......... .

'

~--,'

ENGIH££RINI: MECHANICS $3.95
1nclud1ng .1160 SOl"V£0 PROBL£MS
FUDBACI( I.
CONTROL SYSHMS
$3.95
mcludmt: 680 SOLVED PROBHMS
FINITE DlfflRENCIS ar~d
DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS $4.95
lnclud•nc 420 SOLVED PROBLEMS
FINITE MATHEMATICS •• $3.95
lnc.ludtll( 750 SOLVED PROBLEMS

fint Year

Including 600 SOLVED PROBLEMS
IIODLEAN ALCEBRA
1nd Swilehin~; CfrtllitS; $4.95
including 150 SOLVED PROBLEMS
CALCUlUS ............ $3.95
Including 1175 SOLVED PROBLEMS
COLLE&E ALGEBRA •••••• $3.50
including 1940 SOLVED PROBLEMS
t:DllEGE CHEMISTJI1 ••• , $3.50
including 385 SOL'lED PROBLEMS
COLtECE PHYSiCS •• , ••• $3 •.50
1neluding 625 SOl'lED PROBLEMS
COMPLEX VAIUA8l£S , .... $4.50
Including 640 SnLVED PROBLEMS
COMPUTER SCIENCE •••• $4.95
il'cluding 300 SOlVED PROBLEMS
CONTINUUM M£CHAJUCS , $4.95
lncludlnt: 360 SOLVED PROBLEMS
COST ACCOUNTINiil ..... $3.95
Including 280SOLVED PROBLEMS
DESCRIPTIVE CEOMETIY • $2.95
Including 175 SOlVED PROBLEMS
lllffERENTIAL EQUATIONS $3.95
Including 560 SOLVED PROBLEMS
DIFFERENTIAL CEOM£lRT $4.95
including SOD SOLVED PROBLEMS
ILECTIUC ClltCUITS • ,, •• $3.95
including 350 SOLVED PROBLEMS

~.'i

111CIUd1ng 160 SOLVEb PROBlEMS
UEMENTARY ALGEBRA
$2.50
tndu!lmg 2700 SOlVEb PROBLEMS

ANALYTIC GEOMETRY ... $2.95
including 345 SOLVED PROBLEMS
BASIC EQUATIONS of
EKCJNEERING SCIEJICE $2.95
lncludingl400 B.\SIC EQUitliOI"IS

wlfb Applil:3tlons •• ~. $3.95

Center
Information

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS •• $3.95

'

I

Telephone 277-3121

..,

Book Review:

N.m. music Students, Teochers
Gother Here for Fun ond Leorning
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The Label Shoppe, Ltd.
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"PLA YlNG HOUSE"
Fredrica Wagman
(Holt, Rinehart and
Winston/$5.95 hardback)

* * *
By KARL VERA

0

0

8
0

0

0

The most unusual store ever!
0
0

Gore Vidal once noted that
among the jmmensc pornucopia
of current taboo-breaking
literature there was an astonishing
lack of incest-oriented themes. He
attributed the scarcity to the
cramped quarters of middle class
housing which have boxed us off
from the heritage of palatial
Victorian mansions where 11 the
occupants could be mysterious
and exciting to one another in a
way that those who live in rackety
developments could never hope to
be."
He might have been right.

l

0

0
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'cc.essone

lr:e Coolers

Bikinis
0

ll at "

Bar Glasses
0
0

Pool lab!es

Hammocks

0

c,ltne r b

a les

Aaht't'f'/

0
0

.

£yr:JN'Ot

/,~,;.,/

Tee-Shirts
b

Bell suckles

0
0

0

0
0
0
0

Everything's Budwieser,
with a taste of Michelob.

0
0

0
0

2920 Central SE-262-1041
(Across from the Triangle)

Enrich your life
Meet today's challenges

Enroll in Bible
Greek 1412

9:00-11:30
.

Bible 1302

10:30-12:00

Bible 2302

6:30-9:30

Bible 3361

6:30-9:30

Bible 3364

6:30-9:30

MW

Robinson

OLD TESTAMENT SURVEY
(J ob-M alachi)

Robinson

THE CORINTHIAN LETTERS

Kendrick

The BOOK OF HEBREWS

Robinson
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woman both art and life are a §'
compromise with a demonic ~
world that won't play up to her
fantasy of assorted impossibilities:
freedom, honesty, libidinal f;'
moonlight dances among the 0'
artfolk who sing in downy soft _o
swan symbols and whose every ....
breath is numenous and
creationfilled. For her, art is a ~
noble retreat, a personal ~.....
word-purge of emotions 00
unexpressed left over the years. .....
"It's art," she claims, "to hide
yourself and not perish, and how
to dis cover yourself and not
perish, to have dignity to your
wishing without feeling
worthless."
But that is therapy, not art. Art
goes beyond the personal; the
artist's version is not a Umited
escape where he or she can fend
off humanity behind a bulwark of
self-pity. No artist is an island.
Stephen Dedalus was more to the
point when he exclaimed his
commitment at the end of "A
Portrait of The Artist":
"Welcome, 0 life! I go to
encounter for the millionth time
the reality .-of experience and to
forge in the smithy of my soul the
uncreated conscience of my race."
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Solo Disc: ReQI fficCo~
"ALL AMERICAN BOY"
Rick Derringer
(Blue Sky/KZ 32481)

* * *

By DICK KELLEHER
It's always nice to be the owner
of an obscure album that is really
good but few people have heard
of. It's something you can turn
your friends on to after 27 hours
of listening to Cheech & Chong or
the Stones.
Rick Derringer's first solo
album borders on the obscure list,
even after a full page ad in Rolling
Stone. Derringer has been around
since the mid-'60s when he played
with the McCoys. He later met
Steve Paul, who introduced him
to Johnny Winter.
Derringer became Winter's
gnitar player and songwriter for
two or three years, then joined
Edgar Winter's band.
On his own album, he has
written all the songs, along wit~

well. Two that almost reach the
point of being laments are "It's
Raining" and "Teenage Queen,"
He has also done two
instrumentals which sound like
the beginning of the songs that
follow them. The album is that
tight. It's not the usual solo album,

A song that shows what Rick
Derringer's life is is "The Airport
Giveth (The Airport Taketh
Away)." It tells of what it's like
to be doing road shows every
night. Derringer has learned what
it's like to travel after two Winters
and the McCoys.

I

·t
i

* *

Yes sold out Madison Square
Garden for a Feb. 20 date without
the benefit of one advertisement.
Fans learned of the show from
listings at ticket outlets and
bought out the house in several
days.
Lou Reed wore a new haircut
and brought along a new band for
his Academy of Music concert in
New York last month, The
two-hour set was recorded for
March release; tentative title:
"Rock N Roll Animal."
-from Rolling Stone's

'cRandom Notes"

Happy
Goldsboro

* *

birthday, Bobby

'

* *

Happy Birthday (Saturday), Phil
Everly

* *

Happy Birthday (Saturday), Desi
Arnez Jr.

-----

WE SELL WOMEN'S CLOTHING OF
A VERY SPECIAL TIME ...

coals, dresses, hats, jewelry
MEN'S FASHIONS COl\'IJNG
We are a ltnique clothing store,
with reasona.ble prices.
FACT-----most of our merchandise
has never becm worn.
Rem.em.ber the quality
of t./w 30's, /J,O 's,

proving his capabilities as one or
America's best rock and roll guitar
players. He really is the Midwest,
All American Boy.
One of the heaviest rock and
roll numbers is a song called
"Uncomplicated." It probably is
the hardest driving song on the
album. On "Hold," it sounds like
four or five guitars are being
played together, but each guitar
was done by Rick Derringer. He
plays most of the guitars and bass
parts on the album and does all
the lead vocal.
Winter Retakes
Two songs which he wrote and
has previously recorded with
Johnny Winter are included on
the album. His version of "Rock
and Roll, Hoochie Koo" sounds
very much like the Winter version,
even down to the J'all rite" at the
beginning of the song. He does an
excelJent version of ucheap
Tequila" that features David
Bromberg on Dobro guitar.
Derringer can do slow songs as

~~~~·

Starting
February 6

THE 30's, ·1·0's & 50's.

Fees-$5.00 per course
Registration-At Christian Student Center or at first class meeting
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Robinson

NEW TESTAMENT GREEK

TTH NEW TESTAMENT SURVEY
(Acts-Revelation)
T

The title of Fredrica Wagman's
first book, "Playing House,"
ironically refers to a young girl's
sexual relations with her brother
under the roof of a "huge and
proud Victorian matriarch pitched
across green velvet grass sitting on
her haunches."
For that special audience that
has long awaited the
unexpurgated novel of love
between brother and sister,
"Playing House" should more
than amply satisfy your
sublimated needs. On the other
hand, for those whose interests
seek less marketable literary
curiosities-the brilliant insight,
the engaging subtlety of thought,
or a glimpse into the depth of
character-had better cast
themselves back into their own
daydreams and leave Fredrica
Wagman's between the covers for
more desperate voyeurs to peek
at.
Like myself.
Style Hindets
And, damn-it-all, I wasn't even
titillated. The book is a floaty
smokedream confession of one
woman's solipsistic inlook on life.
Disconsolately married to a
"turtle-man," the narrator is a
modern Molly Bloom seeking
consolation through her idiom.
Wagman,s stream of consciousness
style harkens back to Joyce's
uPenelope" episode in "Ulysses,"
the prototype of first person
female soliloquy which has left its
reverberating mark on literature.
D. H. Lawrence was so disgusted
with the "Penelope" chapter he
decided to write a "clean version"
of the same theme and came up
with "Lady Chatterly's Lover." In
recent literature Joyce's stylistic
effect can be seen in the "Esther"
chapter of John Gardner's
"Sunlight Dialogues."
Needless to say, this type of
inward dialogue is not new, and
Wagman's streamy repetition or it
only lessens the impact of her
sordid tale. Why did she attempt
to write in an unpopular involuted
style, thereby sacrificing what
could have undoubtedly been a
lurid bestseller? Was she trying to
be artistic?
Not Art
It's hard to tell. For this

"'r£

·"'z

Incest-Bod Incest

If you find your path past the Education Association. Numerous
Fine Arts Center clogged with demonstrations and workshops
scores of tubas and tympani, arc being conducted, many by 10
blame it on the Ali-Stato Music musicians chosen nationwide for
Festival being held at UNM this their expertise in particular fields,
weekend in Popejoy Hall.
The festival will end Saturday,
Some 200 music teachers and featuring a concert of girls chorus,
800 music students are aLtending string orchestra, and concert band
the festival, held in conjunction at 10 a.m. and one with mixed
with the 30th annual conference chorus, symphony orchestra, and
of the New Mexico Mu~-.~phonic band at 1:30 P·~:.

...... Album Review:
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Kelly's
.
Ladies' Night
Back to School Special
English Rock Group

FREE FILMS
every
Wednesday

BtRTHA

1 0 a.m.-3 p.m .

MAMMOTH

plus

& .50's.

.-

Eight Reasons for Enrolling

.

~

I. To enrich my understanding of God·s word.

2. To strengthen my faith as a Chri.ltian.
3. To understand my role as a servant of God.
4. To undersl:lnd the value of my soul.
5. To obtain the pro(ler philosophy of life.
6. To bait! nee my academic dcvelopmenl.
7. To usc my electives where they count most.
8. To set a good cxa m pic for others to lbllow.

~

(Next to

SUB Theatre

Hippo Ire
Cream Parlor)
CHRISTJA;-.J STUDENT CENTER
1 go GIRARD

NE

/

122 Harval'fl

SE

Sponsored by
Student Activities

Remember: This is ladies' night.
The ladies' first drink is free.
Kelly's Otherside Inn
Y2 Block off Menaul 2621 Tennessee NE
II II

I

II II
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Film Committee Cancels
Shows Tonight, Sat., Wed.
r;:n'!' Committee Chairperson because the building is not
Chmtma ~hyne announced. the . supposed to be open evenings on
cancellabon of some f1lms those dates she said but the
scheduled for the beginning of the committee' is Iookin'g for an
semester,
alternative location for the snme
Th.e Friday nnd Saturday night films same dates.
screenings of "The Bowery Boys"
"Psycho " scheduled for
and cln;;sic cartoons can't be Wednesday, jan. 23, has also been
shown In the SUB Theater cancelled.

l I

...,.

l :

"ROBIN HOOD"
Walt Disney Productions
(Fox-Winrock 'l'heater/$2, $1.50
with Fox discount card, $1 for
children under 12)
Only time will tell if· any of the
"Robin Hood" characters can
match tho enchantment ratings of
the Seven Dwarfes, Captain Hook,
'!'ramp, or the other scores of stars
created by Disney feature-length
cartoons of the past. Chances are
good, I'd say, becal.L<;C "Robin
Hood" is an abovc•average Disney
creation.

It stands above other recent
productions like "The Aristocats"
or "1 001 Dalmatians" partly
because it builds from the familiar
ground of the universally-known
Robin Hood legend. An added
clement this time is the use of
well-known and distinctive
voices-Andy Devine speaks for
Friar. Tuck~ Peter U stinov is Prince
John, Pat Buttram the sheriff of
Nottingham, and so on. And the
animators have made their
creations reflect their voices'
pcrsona1ities, so there's double

J11LMCOLUMN
By CHARLES ANDREWS

identification. Missing, thankfully,
is the too-cuteness which
somewhat soured many past
productions.
"Robin Hood" has been at the
Fox since Christmas, will play its
last Sunday. Only Scrooge
couldn't enjoy it.

Novv in Progress
%Price Sale
Slacks-Sport Shirts-Dress Shi_rts
Sport Coats-Suits-Belts-Ties
IF YOU WEAR SLACKS- YOU CAN'T
AFFORD NOT TO SHOP THE

SLACK SHACK
PHONE

'

299-7776

FASHION
MENSWEAR

2740
WYOMING, NE

r·

MON. THRU THURS. 10:00 AM TO 7 PM
FRI. 10 TO 8, SAT. 10 TO 6

**FILM CLIPS** ... You can
sUll get the bird if you hurry.
Middle America's newest hero,
uJonathan Livingston Seagull," is
scheduled to leave the Hiland
Theater by Wednesday. No sen•e
mentioning the plot; I never read
a word of the book, but knew
what it was all about by
osmosis-T·shirts and comedians'
jokes and all, you can't get away
from that little garbage monger.
Sorry to say, the film dialog is
awful as I had suspected. But I
still enjoyed the movie, because
the photography, most of i.t of the
ocean and shot from a hehcopter,
is absolutely great, worth the
price of admission. Just prepare
yourself with cotton in the ears
and stimulants in the system, and
lie back and Jet the visuals take
.
you away._.. "A mer~ean
Graffiti" is still at the Lobo
'!'heater. Incredible. Must be at
least 10 we~ks there, after it
played some eight weeks at the
Fox. This seemingly insatiable
appetite for nostalgia amazes me.
It's not a great movie, bnt if
you've somehow managed to miss
it all this time, go ahead and take
a look. It is entertaining .... "The
Sting," at the Cinema East Twin
#1, is probably the best thing
playing now. I couldn't get over a
review of it in Rolling Stone that
put it down because it didn't have
anything of social significance to
say. BuJlfeathers. "'!'he Sting" is
P au I Newman and Robert
Redford, it's the rag time music of
Scott Joplin, it's very well done
for what it is, and what it is is a
whole lot of fun ... My God, how
Commonwealth punishes the
Sunshine Theater. "Jesus Christ
Superstar," quite possibly the
worst movie ever made, is back

from the dead. . . . "Heavy
Traffic," the animated follow-uo
to "Fritz the Cat" but entirely
different according to its creator
(I haven't seen either), returns to
Don Pancho's . . . . The
much-ballyhooed "Westworld" is
still going at the Los Altos Twin
#1. I saw it just after watching
"Tbe Sting" several weeks ago at a
press screening) and didn't enjoy
it quite as much, but it's still one
of the worthwhile movies now
showing here, a fine piece of
science fiction and a good thriller.
Tbe Journal's Scott Beaven
remarked dryly, "After all these
years of practice, finally Yul
Brynner gets to "really play a
robot," and Esquire reported that
the Hat Manufacturers of America
voted bim Man of the Year
because in uwestworld" he never
removes the hat glued to his head,
but when you watch him tracking
down Richard Benjamin towards
the end, you're going to start
sweating .... Several good old
movies around: the UNM Societe
du Cinema starts their Charlie
Chaplin series Sunday with the
1936 classic, UModern Times. n It
shows in Rodey Theater at 7,
8:30, and 10 p.m. Single
admissions 'to the Chaplin flicks
are $1.50, $1 for UNM students,
or you can buy a season ticket for
all five nights ("The Kid" & "The
Idle Class," "City Lights,"
"Monsieur Verdoux,"
"Limelight") for $6.50, $4.50
students, through the Department
of Theatre Arts.. ,.. Bogart and
Bacall in "The Big Sleep," and
Bette Davis in "Jezebel" at .the
Guild this week; the midnight
movie Friday and
Saturday-Busby Berkeley's
"Golddiggers of 1935"
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Kohoutek a Big 'Flop'
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Skylab Overheats

By GEORGE JOHNSON
'!'he only way to see Comet Kohoutek now is with field glasses.
All free tickets to see Kohoutek through the telescopes at the
UNM observatory are gone.
Eleven hundred tickets were given away, observatory director
Richard St. John said.
One observatory open house was originally scheduled for
Thursday night at 7 p.m. One hundred tickets went on
distribution Monday morning at 8 a.m. and were gone five
minutes later.
The open house was then expanded to include four more days.
Nine hundred more tickets were issued. '!'hey were gone by 10
a.m.
Two hundred more tickets were distributed by 9:30 ;J.'uesday
morning.
St. John said that to avoid similar problems he did not want to
schedule another Kohoutek observation in February when the
observatory begins its regular series of open houses. The first
open house on February 7 will probably be to observe Saturn, he
said.
"But you should be able to see Kohoutek from the west mesa
with field glasses through mid February," he said. He said that
the comet's tail is visible with field glasses.
"Right now you can sec Kohoutek beginning about 7:15 in the
southwest sky. It sets about 9:30," he said.
He said the response to the open house was probably because
people were expecting to be able to see the comet from the city
witb the naked eye. Original forecasts billed the comet as the
astronomical event of the century.
"Compared to original expectations Kohoutek was a flop," St.
John said.
Kohoutek would have been brighter than Haley's Comet in
1910 if it had acted as predicted, he said.
Although it orbited the sun as expected, a layer of "garbage,"
probably dirt, St. John said, kept it from vaporizing enough to
develop a tail as long and as bright as Haley's.
Comets develop tails, luminous streaks extending toward the
sun, when they come close enough to the sun to vaporize. The
heat of the sun ignites the tail.
· "The comet will never be visible from the city without field
glasses," St. John said.
Haley's Comet is expected to return in 1985.

HOUSTON (UPI)-~·'J'he Skylnb
3 astronauts Tuesday began 74

hours of continuous sunshine
causing postponement of their
earth re:>Ources studies for this
week because the spacelab has
b.ecome too warm. Any
maneuvers for the photo sweeps
would make it hotter.
While thermostats on the
ground are turned down to
preserve cnc1·gy, crewmen Gerald
P. Carr, Edward G. Gibson and
William R. Pogue would enjoy
some of the winter coolness of
their home planet.
The station will be in sunlight
for more than three-fourths of the
time for the next week and if
temperatures inside Skylab
increased, it would malw the
pilots uncomfortable and possibly
effect. some of the medical
experiments.
The long-lasting solar rays
brought the interior temperatures
up to an average 7il degrees
fahrenh<>it and would climb to
82-85 degrees late this week, a
spokesman said.
Usually, Sky lab is in Uw earth's
shadow part of each n•voluLion of
Uw earth which takes 99 minutes.
HowPvf>r 1 because of thP sun's
angle toward the earth, the station

,.,~·

they will hnve to wuit until next
week to make anymore photo
passes, In its stable position, the
stal.ion is adequately protected
from the intense solar heat; but if
turned on its side m· all the way
over, unprotected outer skin
would be exposed.
Meanwhile, t!JC crewmen were
catching up on other research
tasks.

Custom jewelry

by TOM THOMASON

The Studio Gallery
400 San Felipe N. W.
Old Town

SOUND IDEAS

~--------------------------~~~----~----~···----

Frats Plan Rush

Eight new UNM fraternity
presidents will welcome students
during spring rush to be held Jan.
16-25.
UNM now has 14 fraternities
with the addition of two new
fraternity colonies-Sigma Nu and
Delta Upsilon. The two colonies
will be hosting students at the
Delta Sigma Phi house, 1800
Sigma Chi Rd., NE.
All 14 fraternities will have
open houses from 8 to 11 p.m. on
the nights of Jan. 16, 17, and 18.
Pledging will begin on Saturday,
Jan. 19 and rush week will

won't fnll into the shadow again
unt.il Friday morning. For two
more days, the dark period will
last only five to 25 minutes of
each revolution.
.
Slowly the sm1-earth angle will
change, increasing the period of
darkness and giving the lab time
to cool off.
,
Although the J>ilots arc behind
in their earth resourc~s reseat·ch,

continue through the first week of
the semester and wi11 end with an
all Greek picnic and dance on
Saturday, Jan. 26.
New fraternity presidents for
1974 are: Mark L. Ish, Alpha Tau
Omega; Richard L. Puglisi, Phi
Gamma Delta; Kevin S. Jaramillo,
Phi Sigma Kappa; Robert H.
Cunningham, Pi Kappa Alpha;
Anthony G. Pavlantos, Sigma
Alpha Epsilon.
Milton J. Grant II, Sigma Phi
Epsilon; Jon M. Smith, Phi Delta
Theta; and John I. Gaona Jr.,
Lambda Chi Alph.~•:..·----~

106-B CORNELL, S.E.
REAR ENTRANCE
268-2300

~izza

11 AM to 1 AM

7 Days a Week

SOUND IDEAS is staffed ONLY by knowledgeable audiophiles.

HOT ITALIAN:

FEATURING:
PEPPERONI

GREEN CHILl

Sausage ...............................................................$1.1 0

BEEF

BACON

Sausage & onion ....... , ............................................1.25

BELL PEPPERS

SALAMI

IVIeatball ............................................................... 1.10

ONION

MUSHROOM

Eggplant parmigiano ........................................... 1.10

SAUSAGE

BLACK OLIVES

HAM

CANADIAN BACON

COLD ITALIAN:

JALAPENOS

Cappicollo .............................................................1.0D

u,;v...;fl
SMALL ...... $1.50
MEDIUM .... S2.50

of Ne...:

Mc.~·ic()

L

Cappicollo & provolone ........................................ 1.20
Salami ...................................................................1.00
Salami & provolone ............................................. l.20

LARGE .......$3.50

Provolone .......................•..•........•....•.............•........ 90

Cappicollu. salamt, provolone. ............................1.30
(all sandwt<:hes include lettuL(' ~. se~soning\

ADDITIONAL ITEMS:

SOUND IDEAS guarantees therr selected equipment to give highest performance..

I

reliability, and dollar value that is available today.

I

SOUND IDEAS keeps abreast of the latest developments in audto.

I

SOUND IDEAS demonstrales their equipment honestly under home-type conditions.
SOUND IDEAS offers a try-before-you-buy policy.

I
I

SOUND IDEAS does not pressure you to buy-on the contrary, encourages
browsrng.

SOUND IDEAS is located adjacent to. and uses. one of the best service clinics in
the country.

~

SOUND IDEAS can special order almost any brand you desire.
SOUND IDEAS system prices for the highest possible saving~.
SO UNO IDEAS sells most AR. Koss, and Dynaco gear at mail order discount
prices.
~

Small .......... $.25
SALAD· (Lettuce, black olives. cl'lery, tomatoes &

Medium ....... $.40

onions) with homemade ltalt3n tiressing ..................50

Large ........... $.50
**Plain cheeze pizza S.25 less

HOMEMADE MINESTRONE SOUP ............................. 40

COMBINATION (all items)
Small ......................... $3.00

WE DELIVER

Medium ...................... $4.00

FREE TO UNIVERSITY AREA

Large .......................... $5.00

PATIO AND DINING ROOM FACILITIES
Add 104 to all take-out. orders

I
i
'
~

\

•

a'·~

'

Lig~::~~~~~%~~.~:~'"'

1406 Eubank Blvd., N.E.

298-4296

I
II
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HARTLEY
KLIPSCH
MciNTOSH
MARANTZ
SHERWOOD
SAE
INTEGRAL
SYSTEMS
BRAUN
THOR ENS
PHILIPS
CONNOISSEUR
CELESTION
MAX ELL
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN
DYNACO
SONY
SHURE
WATTS
BARZILAY
AR
SENNHEISER
KOSS
SIC-VENTURI
AKG
BSR
EV
ADC

1624 Eubank Blvd. NE
292-1188
3:30-0:00 Daily

9:00-6:00 Saturday

OPEN EVENINGS

'

SAVE THIS SEMESTER'S FILM AND CLASSIC SCHEDULE
IJanuary\

thegrapes
of"Wrath
504 'J. '1,...

CLASSIC COMEDY

A Series of Feature Classics

2bi---=======~
J,,,}mar

rar tnOI'O etobc fur l!>l')re ~IQI1hl:>hcat0d
thun

tt Toro

dearly lr6l.1bl!~hos

Anabillll1 one d too wPf1d 11tx:Jd~t
fliiW tulcnlll ,O.q~w l<nof}ht ·,~1,!11/J~i nt~1tN

SUNDAY EVEN:INGS
in U.N.M:s BODEY Theatre
(next to Popejoy
·all)

BmJHWI1·,

'H~G[C,~N
7•9•JI

75¢

c~~~fi~s

1;~}~=::~~ ~

First Feature

CHAPLIN'S

'UiJ1]L

Ga~rt-5 of C\au
$1

7& 9

~ntlemen

MASTERPIECE

~£~£~
FEB 17
6 _ 8 _ 10

(1fil)

/

with
Jackie Coogan

"A remarkably made movie, striking, often hypnotic,
fascinating and haunting. See it by all means."
New York Times

cfMonsieur

$1

MODERN TIMES

7-9

27

.......... ................... .
;

LIMELIGHT
...............................
FEB. 24

7-8:30-10

MAEDCHEN
IN UNIFORM
7·9·11 50¢

bus &op !J~ qJ )) ~lJ

portrait of a music
hall comic

THE IDLE
CLASS

with Paulette Goddard
written, directed and scored by
Charles Chaplin

(lbl

prefer blondes

and

JAN. 30- FEB 5

NOW THROUGH TUES.

More Splce . . ,rom 1he

!MarCh]

makers

7- s:3g

"A BRILLIANT FEAT
OF MOVIE-MAKING!"

~f Frlitz 'rhe Cat"

Classics
KING OF LAUGHTER

6

;:~ J'Ji~-~~

Monsieur Verdoux

pm

FEB 6-12

7:3o s;4o

AKing in Ne.w York

FEB 13-19

7;3o e;40

The Gold Rush

FEB 20:.26

.-,SAM PtfJ:t!JPA/-1',

2'1

BAD DAY
AT BLACK ROCK
50¢

7&

9PM

l

29·3~THEBESTOFTHE
NEW YORK FESTWIL
OF WOMEN~ FILMS

ttll
6

Sl.

suu

Tll~ATl2~
r.l_77,.. r.l_f) Jl

''SIAAW

SAMUEL Z. ARKOFF presents

IHI~fmVlY
Vfmfmfrfrll~
...It's Heavy Entertain.ment!
IHear "Scarborough Fa-Ir'' by_S~_-IfoiO"MENNEs-a~~:BR~~-ziL'IIl
~OOW:dby

"'4!tll~~·ll(lr!l~

DOGS'

7- a:3o-10

Limelight

FEB 27.. MAR 5

T~ D11t.dOt1 Compeny prucnb

smoke
it
or ldve it .. forget it

A.PUU
. . . . .llleTICII

'••••en•
,,.... ..

7::3c1-1o

The Chaplin Review

MAR 6-12

7:so B:40

The Great Dictator

~"""!' u.~"".~ •• ~~";'.!-."! (x;

MAR 13-19

r~~~Otlu•e;.

.STEVE KRANTZ••"'~ ·STEVE KRANTZ· RALPH BAKSHI.AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL ....... oll

7;:3o-s;4S

City Lights
Plus
"THE
.
STERILE CUCKOO"
starring

LIZA MIN NELLI • WENDElL BURTON

· . . .. . ' ..73 '
·~···
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Modern Times
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Lobos Meet Miners
Tomorrow in El Paso
By DEL JONES
Tho Arizona-bitten Lobos will try to sha)w off
the fueL that they're not Super-team and travel to El
Paso for a game tomorrow against the UTEP Miners.
Coming off their first two defeats of the year,
one would suspect that anywhere is better than
Arizona. But, unless the Lobo defense shapes up
better than it did last week, the eyes of Texas will
be upon a Lobo team leaving with a 2-3 WAC
record.
·
And although everything is supposed to be bigger
in Texas the scores are certainly an exception as the
UTEP Minors lead the nation once again in defense
allowing only 54.6 per game. So if ever there's a
time when the Lobos have got to realize they're not
an offensive machine It's sometime between today
and tomorrow afternoon.
The Miners, who are averaging only 66.3 points
per game, are presently 11-2 overall and an even 2-2
in WAC play. Their biggest game came last wee](
when they upset Arizona in Arizona 81-63 after
UNM lost to the same team the night before 97-89.
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The Miners are lead by 6'5" Gus Bailey who is
averaging 14.1 points per contest. Forward Ed
Lynum, at 6'8" is the second leading scorer at 10.7.
Six-foot seNn James Forbes is averaging 9.4 points
and is also the team's leading rebounder at 7,3
boards per game, Gary Brewster at 6' 8" scored a
career high 23 points against Arizona compared to
his average of only 8.0.
The Lobos, who will be trying to br6ak .500 in
WAC competition and fight their way back into the
top ten nationally, will probably be using the same
starting five that has been used most of the year.
Bernard Hardin, leads New Mexico scoring at a
17,5 clip. Six-foot seven Bill Hagins at 14.4 points
also leads the team in rebounding at 9.3 per game.
Mark Saiers, after scoring 16 points against Arizona,
is averaging 11.1. Wendell Taylor is the only other
Lobo in double figures at 10.5, Gabe Nava is
averaging 9.3.
The game will be regionally televised over the
Hughes Sports Network, and will begin at 1 p.m.
tomorrow afternoon over KOB ( 4).
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~RASnOFF
Albuquerque's ForemosL School of

BALLET
Russian Technique

:\ATALYA KRASNOFF
l11struc.tm·and Director
Fmmdn of
THE ALBUQUERQUE BALLET COMPANY

Bernard Hardin won the Invitational's Most Valuable Player
Award displaying moves like this.

Sluc/<'111 of

MICHEL FOKINE"- MIKI-IAIL MORDKIN
BRONISLAVA NlJINSKA

Lobo Basketball 1 4 Game Stats

UNM student classes for beginners forming now
Player
Hardin
Hagins
Saicrs
Taylor
POkorski

Limited openings for interJ!Iediate and advanced students

6101-05 Anderson SEat San Pedro

for further information please ca/1265-8150 or 265-3262

Navn

(several minmcs from UNM)

Tappert
Battle
l{ing

Patterson
Kruse
Davis
Koller
Team

UNM

Totnls
Opponents

REB

41-67
36-54
30-52
15-28
38-49
24-35
10-19
11·17
9-12
7-9
13-15
0-1
1-3

PCT
.612
.667
.577
.536
.776
.686
.526
.647
.750
.777
.867
.000
.333

81
130
87
30
43
29
33
42
15
16
23
3'
8
109

30-1
37·1
24-0
44-1
23-1
30-1
21-0
25-0
22--1
12--0
25-1
2--0
5-0

235-356
204-292

.660
.699

648
515

300-7
320-17

FT-F7'A

102-190
83-146
63-115
66-119
48-72
53-123
35·62
30-73
19-40
13-23
15-29
10-16
4-7

PCT.
.580
.568
.548
.555
.667
.431
.565
.411
.475
.565
.517
.625
.571

541-1015
420-903

.533
.465

FG-FGA

F·D

TP
245
202
156
147
134
130
80
71
47
33
43
20
9

Lobos'WACRecord 2-2
By DEL JONES
The UNM basketball team
made it undefeated into the n~w
year, made it into the top ten in
both the UPI and AP polls and
they made it into Arizona.
That's where all the trouble
began as the Lobos dropped their
first two games of the year but
more important dropped two
WAC games. They now stand 12-2
overall and even 2-2 in Western
Athletic Conference games. They
are presently ranked 12th in the
UPI poll and 15th in tbe AP poll
after being 7th and 8th
respectively last week.
Earlier in the season Lobo
coach Norm Ellenberger came
under fire about his scheduling of
easy small college teams, but did
prove himself with impressive
victories over Texas Tech, and
Minnesota.
Individually, Bernard Hardin
leads the team in scoring with a
17.5 point average. Bill Hagins
(14.4), Mark Saiers (11.1), and
Wendell Taylor (10.5) are the
other players in double figures.
UNM as a team is averaging
over 94 points per game, going
over 100 points 6 times, with a
record 115 against Houston
Baptist.
Here's how it went in each
game since the Daily Lobo last
appeared prior to the New Mexico
State game:
New Mexico 72-New Mexico
State 71:
It was a typical Lobo-Aggie
contest much unlike the one
staged between them earlier at Las
Cruces. With only goose eggs
remaining on the clock junior
Rich Pokorski was at the line with
the score tied 71-71. With two
free throws given him he needed
only to make one, but it seemed

he was r~ading a script when he
missed the first shot. 'l'lw second
one fell true and the Lobos wNe
5-0 with two big wins over the
rival Aggies.
The Lobos didn't seem to have
what it took the first half as the
Aggies got up 14 points on them
at one time and were ahead by 11

with a 43 poiltt lead.
The o~tly excitement in the
game was whether the Lobos were
going to break the scoring n•cord
of 111 points s<•t earlier against
Cameron College. They did and
also broke the field goal record of
46 also set against Cameron, by
scoring 48. Scoring wos extremely

the fi1·st half 42-39 the Lobos
came back for their 7th straight
but never did look like they had it
together. Only because of a hot
handed Wendell Taylor did the
Lobos look halfway impressive.
High point man: Wendell Taylor
22, Top Rebounder: Bill Hagins,
Attendance: 900 (estimated).
New Mexico 102-Texns Tech 65:

In the game that was supposed
to tell us "just how good the
Lobos really are" UNM romped
over the Red Raiders in somewhat
of an embarrassment. The Lobos
made the shortest day of the year,
Dec. 21, into one of the longest
for a team that had thrived on
upsetting nationnUy
teams.
(Continued
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New Mexico wins their own tournament for the 7th time in nine
years. Shown are Mark Saiers (left) and Bob Tappert.
at half. But they looked like the
aggressive team they're supposed
to be the second hall.
High point man: Bill Hagins 16,
Top Rebounder: Bill Hagins 14,
Attendance: 15,046.
New Mexico 115-Houston Baptist
72:
It was no contest. The Huskies
were unable to score a point until
over four minutes were gone from
the game. By that time the Lobos
were 17 points up. They finished

(;)repcs

~brim

even as everyone on the Lobo
squad scored at least three points
and 5 were in double figures. High
point man: Bill Hagins 22, Top
Rebounder: Hagins 8,
Attendance: 12,045.
New Mexico 98-Abilcne Christian
84:
Nationally ranked, the Lobos
wandered away from the confines
of the "pit" for the first time
since their season opener against
New Mexico State. Behind after

Fine Food at St.ua<~n Prices
5900
N.E. 266-3629

-,.

-

AVG

17.5
14.4
11.1
10.5

-

Introducing a New Name for An Old Friend

9.6

9.3
5.7
5.5
3.4
3.3
3.1
2.5
1.5

Rob's Leather Goods

1317 94.1
1044 74.6

•

Western Athletic Conference Standings
TEAM
Colorado State
Arizona State
New Mexico
Arizona
Texas-El Paso
Brigham Young
Utah
Wyoming

w
2
3
2
2
2
1
1
0

WAC
L PCT.
0 1.000
.750
1
.500
2
,500
2
.500
2
.333
2
.333
2
,000
2

OVERALL
PCT.
7 5 .583
10 4 .714
12 2 .857
10 4 .714
11 2 .785
6 8 .428
9 3 .750
4 9 .307

IV L

•

Foot Fetish
101 Cornell SE
266-8383

--University of New Mexico
Asa Gallery
Monday, January 21
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Formerly Hamblin' Boots

Clearance Sale-Now In Progress

IN CONCERT
Speci<;!l Guest: Manfred Mann's Earth Band, Saturday Jan.26

Civic Auditorium 8:00 PM

Tickets Available Exclusively At These Albuquerque Ticket Agency Outlets: Records 'N Tapes -~
21st Century Sound(both locations), The Guitar Shop(across from Popejoy), Candyman(Santa Fe)

M-F 10:00-5:30
Sat. 11 :00-5:00

eFrye Boots
eCiarks
eVerde
eBare Traps
eNynn Bush
eSbicca
eDunhams
eJmpo
eDetex
eStacy Adams
eBort Carlton
eourango West
eSandler of Boston

......
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UNM Ranked 12th

Wrestling Losses Hurt
By DEL JONES
schools. They nipped Arizona last
The UNM wresUing team, just Monday 19·14 but were surprised
off a rather disappointing road on their holiday road trip by
trip into Adzona and California, Arizona State.
will be going against Adams State
"H was a real shock to be
College tomorrow at 8:00 in beaten by the Sun Devils," said
Johnson Gym,
Coach Ron Jacobsen. "We were
The Lobos' record stands at 5·3 ranked number one In the WAC
after defeating Northern Arizona and they were around fourth. This
last Wednesday, Their WAC shows how the conference is
record is an even 1·1 after really tightening up."
splitting with the two Arizona
But, all attention is now on

1W llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll1!¥

Wr:RJbson
~e--WMBER J

tomorrow's foe Adams State who
has won four NAIA crowns since
1968 and nothing different is
expected this year.
"'l'hey are once again the small
college best," said Jacobsen. "And
we remain the pick for WAC
honors so it should be a real
fight."
The big match of the evening
should come in the 190 pound
class which pits Lobo Ken Vogt
against defending NAIA champion
and team co-captain Mike Allison.
Although the early season
could be termed somewhat of a
disappointment for the highly
touted Lobos, coach Jacobsen
remains optimistic.

41004thNW
Come In
or
Call US

§
=

=

i
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FREE DELIVERY

2,
3,
4.
5,
6.
7.
8,
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

s-o

Notre Dame
North Car, St..
Maryland

9-1

9-2

8·1

North Car.

12-1

Marquette
Providence
Vanderbilt
Indiana
Long Beach St.
Alabama
NEW MEXICO
South Car.

11·2
10-I
9-3

12-1
8·2
12-2
9·2

12·2

14. Southern Cal,
15. LouisvHle

9-3

Sole
on winter clothing

: ~~~: 30

8i~n
of. t~c

_;:;

P.c:Jffl,pcrcd
maiden,

=
-

83

9:00-3:00

=
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2937 Monlo Vista N.E.

and
113 Romero N.W. (In Old Town)

Mandt Wants ~Balanced Offense

°"'z

!ll
"'
is:

t\lbuqul•rqut>, NPW Mf'XJGO
(505) 255·fJ287

By CLIFF McCULLOUGH

Mantle, Ford e.d
-<
Elected To
~
Hall of Fame 9;;.;<

record
12-0

1. UCLA

Bob, Jeff,
or Ron

Mon-Sat

10·1
9·2
10·2
8-3

~

!1.1 to Y2 off

1 X 4, 1 X 6, 1 X 8, 1 X 10, 1 X 12

10~3

8'

344-3434

for Shelving Material:
Zia Sun Sign Blocks
Pine, Redwood, Fir Boards

~
§

16. Missouri
17. ARIZONA ST.
18. (tic) Wisconsin
Michigan
20. Syracuse

No More BYU's

NEW YORK (UPI)-Mickey ::>
Mantle and Whitey Ford, two .~
"rollicking rogues" during the ~
New York Yankees' glory years .....
under Casey Stengel, were elected
today to baseball's Hall of Fame. .....
__,
Mantle is only the seventh
player to gain election into the
hall on his first year of eligibility.
Ford fell 29 votes short last year
when Warren Spahn was the only
player elected in nationwide
balloting by 10-year veterans of
the Writers Association of
,America.
To be elected, Mantle and Ford
had to appear on 75 per cent of
the ballots. This year 365 ballots
were cast, which meant they had
to be named on at least 27 2 to be
enshrined in the hall at
Cooperstown, N.Y.
Mantle had 322 and Ford 284.
Robin Roberts, a Philadelphia
Phillies pitcher, drew the third
highest total with 224 but failed
to make the grade. Ralph Kiner
had 215 and nine other players
drew 100 or more votes. Kiner,
former National League home run
king, missed by 49 votes last vear.

""
..."'

The world's fastest nonovelist was
ErIe s·t an 1e y Gardner
(1889-1970}, the popular mystery
writer who created Perry Mason.
He dictated up to 10,000 words
per day and worked with his staff
on as many as seven novels
simultaneously.
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Cedeno Case Closed·'·
He's Fined $1 00

.l
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GUITARS:
Gibson
Guild
Martin
Ovation
Rickenbacker
Epiphone
Yamaha
Pimentel
F. Damler ·
Madeira
Giannini
Alvarez
Tama
DeMano
Appalachian

We're now having a store wide clearance sale.
Come in and take advantage of big savings on
the large selection of guitars, amps and other
musical instruments available now in our
store.

JI
!

t

:I'

KEYBOARDS:
"Mellotron 400"
U nivox Electric Piano
Farfisa Professional
Davoli Synthesizer

Cedeno testified at the trial
opening that Altagracia De La
Cruz, 19, was accidentally shot in
the head when he tried to get
away from her his .38 caliber
pistol, which the girl had picked
up to admire.
Judge Porfirio Natera
announced the ruling to newsmen.
There was no court session. ·

San to Domingo, Dominican
Republic (UPI)-A Dominican
judge found Houston Astra
centerfielder Cesar Cedeno guilty
of involuntary manslaughter in
the shooting of a teen-age girl
during a motel tcyst and fined him
$100, closing the case.
"It's an injustice," Felicia De
La Cruz, aunt of the victim, said.

According to McCray it will be
a new look for UNM in 1974. Not
only are they hoping to win more
than they lose, but they will be
switching both the offensive and
the defensive strategies.

and 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. April
through October. The park is
open seven days a week except for
City-recognized holidays.
Petroglyph Park is a state park
maintained and operated by the
City of Albuquerque's Parks and
Recreation Department.

Bearing most of the weight
under this shift will be the
receivers, and the Lobos have
three top ones, Pat Hawbaker will
take the tight end spot, and
Kenny Lege and Steve Bauer will
be in the two promised wide
receiver positions.
Defensively, UNM will stay
much the same with one major
exception. In the defensive
secondary, a "Nebraska oriented
zone" will be played. That is the
reason for the addition of Jim
Anderson to the staff. Anderson
was a graduate assistant to the
Cornhuskers last year and played
on one of their national
championship teams as a defensive
back.
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Featuring
Indonesian and European Cuisine

i

Large Variation of Sandwiches
Uitsmyters
Tortas
Heroes, etc.
Excellent Soups & Salads

At last.••

condoms for men
who hate concloms
*Complete line of
strings and accessories
*Repair work done
reasonably
*Guitar lessions by
highly qualified
teachers

'" {ears c;ondoms have been .a nl!cusary evil-essential
but nc. very nice lo use. So we at Adam & Eve snrled out
a!f the llt11e thifl!lS that make tondoms less than pleasant,

~

I

so sheer you can hiitdl)' feel 11. Yet because It Is made of
the very lines! lalet under strict go.,.ernment ~tandards,
Jade Is as reliable as any condom you un bu)'.
TWO• Cheap lubricants have an unpleasant medicinal smelt
Ja!le' i$ spetiaUy luhricaled with AE66 .sillcona "love oil"
Which iS odorless and won't evaporall!. ThiS makes Jade
easlet to put on and gives much greater sensUivHy•
THREE· Ordinary co~doms c()me in a cold clinital pack.
Jade cOme~ in a tastefuily·designed soft walii!:t. It's ~ensual
not tlinical.
FOUR: Jade s~ealhs. ate pale green, which apart ~rom b,elng
the color of masculine elierg(• makes !hem readilY \IIS1ble.
Sil you don't ha~e to worry t they're on properly,
FIV£1 Jade even ellh1inates the awkWatd prohl_em Of_ what
hi do afler. Each ~heath comes with its own seiHeal plastic
en~elope lor neat, esthetic: disposal.
_
so if you hale to use condoms, mall the coupon and have
the pl~asure of Jeltlnl Ja'de, the very un·Ordlnary corttra·
c~ptive, c~ange rour m nd. II wlll.be s~nt with our Illustrated

Ricetable-(for 2 or more-Reservation)

.
I
:
i:

Reasonable Prices

l'h

2212 CENTRAL, SE
(Across from UNM)
266-2338
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and we dfveloped new Jade.
ONE! Most condoms are too thick lor real p!e~sure. Jade is

The most impottant question
facing the Nebraska zone is
whether it will stand up to speedy
WAC offenses. Will there be
another BYU in New Mexico's
future?
"!-!ell no," McCray said.

Offensively, the Lobo& will be
in either a slot I or a two back
standard pro set. Whichever
formation U1ey go with, emphasis
will be switched from the running
attack to developing a more
balanced attack.
41 No
matter how many limes
we have to run, or pass," McCray
said, "we will be tcying to get
balanced yardage out of the
offense."

..New Hours for Park 1
.

The City Parks and Recreation
Department has announced new
operating hours for Petroglyph
Park, located on Atristco NW,
about one-half mile north of
Volcano Cliffs..
The new hours are 9 a.m. to 5
p.m., November through March

While bool<s could be written
about the Nebraska zone-it
limited opposing offet1ses to 38
yards a game passing-basically it
is a switch in the keys that
defensive players read before
going to their zmw.

defensive secondary coach; and
Del Wight, defensive coordinator
and line coach. Wight is the only
one to return from last season's
staff except McCray.

!

DRUMS:
Hayman
Ludwig
AMPLIFIERS & P .A.'s
HiWatt
Sound City
Peavey
Son1\X,
•

'

.

·~

h

January Clearance Sale

linebacker coach.
Among other coaches hired for
One of the major sport~ news
assistant positions is Bob McCray.
items over semester break was the Last season was McCray's first
hiring of ex-Lobo football coach
with UNM. This season he will be
Rudy Feldman's replacement.
the recruiting coordinator and the
Though a number of specifics freshman coach.
arc still up in the air concerning
One of the aims of his program
Feldman's forced exodus-mainly is to draw more talent from
contract problems-former UNM with in state. Among 30 high
assistant Bill Mandt was hired as schoolers being sought are Steve
the new head footbal~ coach.
Eisenhour or Albuquerque's
Mondt 1 offensive coordinator Sandia High School and Randy
last season, is one of the two Rutledge of Eldorado.
remaining members of Feldman s
Other New Mexicans being
original staff. When Feldman was
at are Kim Taliferro of
looked
temporarily Jured away by Baylor,
Clovis, Rick Horacek of Grants
Mandt was the man named to
and Mark Hamilton of Las Cruces
replace him. Unfortunately, Rudy Mayfield.
reconsidered, and Mandt was out
0 ne celebrated Albuquerque
of a head coach spot.
One of the main points in ''prodigal son" is West Mesa's
Mandt's favor during
all·everything running back Ray
consideration was a petition
Barrs, Barrs elected to go to
circulated by many high school Colorado last season, but rumors
football coaches in the New were circulating that he was
Mexico area urging his hiring.
unhappy up north and would be
Support from high school returning soon. Not so says
coaches will help in-state McCray, he will stay with the
recruiting, long a Lobo weak Buffalos.
point. To bolster that point even
Rounding out the new UNM
further, Bill Waters, long a
football
staff arc Bill Canty,
personality in New Mexico
offensive coordinator; Gene Huey,
athletics and lately head coach of
receiver coach; Jim Anderson,
Carlsbad High, was hired as the
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NO ·F·reeze'"'Despite Cutbacks
WASHINGTON
(UPJ)-Americans began turning
down thermostats Tuesday in the
fac£' of n new, 15 per cent cutback
in heating oil allocations, but the
gowrnment promised that no one
would freeze this winter.
John C, Sawhill, Deputy
Director of the Federal Energy
0 r fi cc, also told reports that
details of the government's
standby gasoline rationing
pwgram would be made public on
Wednesday to give the public time
lo comment.
Sawhill gave no hint when a
decision on rationing might be

made. Energy Chief William E.
Simon has said it would not be
imposed before March 1 at the
earliest, that chances were betLer
than ever it would not be
necessary.
At a news conference, Sawhll!
predicted the public would
comply with the government's
appeal to turn down thermostats
by six degrees in homes and
schools and by 10 degrees
everywhere else, even though
there is no provision for federal
enforcement.
"People want jobs more than
they want thcrmostat.s set at 75,"

he said.
T h c goal is to achieve an
a vcrage setting of 68 degrees,
which energy officials estimate
wlll be enough to get through\ the
winter with heating oil allocations
reduced 15 per cent below the
expected demand for the current
cold season.
Still, Sawhill said "a
homeowner who runs out is not
going to be allowed· to freeze."
'rhcrc are procedures for
appeals in hardship cases, he said,
but any homeowner who uses an
inordinate amount of fuel will
fac<! "an awful lot of
inconvenicncc 7 ' battling
gov(lrnm<mt red tape to obtain
()Xtra supplies.
BesidPs hPating oil, mandatory
nllocaLion l'cgulations W( nL inlo
1

THE FINEST IN CUSTOM FRAMING
THOUSANDS OF READY-MADE
FRAMES/PRE-CUT MATS_.(PRINTS
METAL SECTION FRAMES & GLASS

?.,

'

Logan Favors Continued Use of 'F' Grade

.."'

z
~

In other developments:
:;::
-ForeignCministers Mof kthct ~
E u r poean
ammon
ar e · -·
meeting in Bursscls accepted 8
President Nixon's invitation for an t'
oil strategy conference a f major ~
non-communist indus trial nations
in Washington Feb, 11, but agreed b'
that all nine Common Market _g"
countries whould be represented. ._.
Nixon invited only six European tr~
foreign ministers.
-Tbe White House had no ~
official comment on France's .....
proposal at the Brussels meeting .oo
for a world oil conference instead.
French Foreign Minister Michel
Jobert said Nixon's plan was '~too
dramatic." The White House said
only that "this is a vitally
important problem which should
be approached in a cooperative
way."

effect at midnight Monday for
gasoline 1 propane, kerosene and
d icsel fu.el, generally with
exceptions for agriculture, fuel
producers, medical facilities and
other cssentia·l services.
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In the case of gasoline, service
stations will be limited to the
volume they receive in 1972. With
197 4 demand expected to be 20
per cent higher than two years
ago, that would mean a 20 per
cent cutback in needed supplies.
Sawhill also said the FEO has
not yet carried out its plan to
force rPfincries to cut gasoline
production by 5 per cent since
they have stepped up heating oil
production voluntarily and "wedon't feel the need to mandate
shlfLs in production" unless it
b('comes necessary.
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FACTORY
3008 CEfHRAL AVE. S.E.
ALBUOUEROUE,N.M. 87106
ACROSS FROM LOBO THEATRE
PHONE (505) 255-3239
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Are your food costs
out of sight?

~

Have gasoline costs for
commuting gotten you down?

~
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Do you want lots of food
(no limit), maid service
and plenty of parking?

THEN LIVE AT~
COLLEGE INN!
where you can walk to class and
we do the cooking and cleaning!
Come by and look us over.
You can rent for 30 days
if you wish

§
§ 243-2881

.~.

111Colaaebl
·~··

Despite this belief, which
Logan said he adamantly favors
now, he would like .for universiti'es
to be just teaching and learning
institutions and not in the
business of grades.
Logan, chairman of the UNM
Department of Psychology, spoke
at the 19th annual Research
Lecture, one of the highest honors
the university offers its professors,
Logan al$0 said he strongly
favors continued use of the letter
grade "F, to denote a student's
failure to perform at a satisfactory
level.

Presently under discussion at
UNl\1 arc new grading proposals
including systems which would
eliminate failing grades.
Ideally universities should let
some other organization, by
means independent of the
educational process itself, fulfill
the function of certification, i.e.
grading, the professor told his
audience of several hundred.
"But until there is a radical
change in the system, if there is a
better one, we arc the
uncontested heirs of being the
most responsible judges of
quality.
"We cannot honorably abdicate
that responsibility. This means we
must not only teach, but also
grade our students according to
the excellence of their
performance," Logan said.
11 In
my opinion, u he added,

Job Offers Are
.Up 26 Per Cent

POOR MANS'

§

Universities must not abdicate
their duty of duly rewarding or
punishing students by assigning
grades based on students'
performance, Dr. Frank A. Logan
said during a special lecture at
UNM Wednesday.

§
~
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'SOMEBODY HAS TO SET AN EXAMPLE, GLORIA ••• LET'S NOT GO TO FLORIDA THIS SEASON!'

Nappers
~ Warrants Out For Getty's
The search extended all the
ROME (UPI)-A prosecutor has where Getty was released Dec, 15
§ issued
warrants against at least for a $2.9 million ransom. A way from the Naples area to the
§ four suspects in the kidnapping of number of Rome police officials toe of the Italian boot, the
~
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§
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§
§
§
§
§
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J. Paul Getty III, grandson of the
oil biiJionaire, police sources said
'ruesday.
They said the warrants were
issued in Lagonegro, the small
sou thcrn town near the spot

went to Lagoncgro to join the
search for the suspects, the
souices said.
They did not name the
suspects, hut said they were from
southern Italy.

sources said.
The 17·year-old Getty was
abducted in a Roman piazza July
10 and held for five months by
kidnappers who cut off his right
ear and mailed it to a newspaper,

Sale
Leather Coats
Shoes
Shirts
Sweaters
Sport Coats
Suits

engineers went up 7.9 per cent in
a year to an average $994 a
month, according to the report.
Average salary increase for all
engineering jobs except
engineering technology was 5 per
cent or more, it said.
Business students were offered
4 to 5 per cent higher salaries than
a year ago, with the average offer
to general business majors rising
to $782 a month, the survey
found.
No a vc rage salary increases
were recorded in job offers to
human i tics and social science
majors, whose salaries averaged
$664. and $689 respectively, the
report said.
Job offers made to students
earning' master's degrees jn
engineering rose 40 per cent, the
report said. Salaries increased by 5
per cent or more, except for
mechanical engineers, whose
salary offers rose 3,3 per cent, and
average salaries were $1,072 to
$1,149 a month.

Job offers to college students
earning bachelor's degrees have
increased 26 per cent in a year and
engineers are most in demand,
according to a survey by the
Co liege Placement Council
released Thursday by Reese
Smith, director of the UNM
Career Services Center.
The private council's
rnid·season report-based on job
offers, not acceptances-also said
master's degree candidates
received 2 per cent more offers in
the year ending this month than a
year ago. Students earning
doctorate degrees had 12 per cent
more offers, the report said.
Engineering candidates at the
bachelor'~ level recei'Ved 59 per
cent of all job offers reported in
the survey. Another 18 per cent
of all offers made to bachelor's
degree candidates went to
accounting majors. General
b usincss and marketing majors
received 12 per cent, 6 per cent
went to biological and physical
sciences majors and 5 per cent to
humanities and social sciences
majors.
Students earning bachelor's
degrees in engineering received
almost 50 per cent more offers
than a year ago, the report said.
Also on the bachelor's level, 26
per cent more offers were made to
general business majors and 11 per
cent more to accounting majors.
Marketing and distribution majors
received 8 per cent fewer offers
than last year, the survey found.
Largest volume of job offers
came from public accounting
firms, the report said, while
chemicals and petroleum groups
were next.
Chemical engineers, at $1,021 a
month, received the highest
average salary offers, the report
said. Salary offers to metallurgical

"failure to do so is a dereliciio11 of
duty."
Logan went in~o detail about
his desire to keep the upu gradt'.
"As I see .it through the eyes of a
learni11g lheorist 1 there are severn)
strong arguments favoring
retention of the failing grade. The
first relnt~s to the incentive value
of a good grade. Tlwre is an item
on the Stanford·Binet intelligence
test which goes like this:
"It has been dis.covered that,
when there is a train wreck, the
last car on the train is damaged
most, Hence, we have decided to
leave the last car off in the
future/' he said.
"My point is that a good grade
is 'good' only in relation to the
total distribution of grades. Our
ability to control behavior by
giving good gmdes depends on the
existen~e, within the system, of
bad grades,"
,Another aspect of the proposed

UNM g1·ading plans involves use of
a ''no rntry" on n student's
report. This would indicate the
student did not do worl< on a level
which would make him eligible
fo1· the grades A, l3, C, or D, and
~hat tho professor dPcided to issue
a "no enh·y. 11 By thiR method
thoro would be no record ot1 the

324 SAN FELIPE. N.W.
OLD TOWN PLAZA

FAMILY RESTAURANT

.----------------------------1
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and ability to explore of an eagle.
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student's transcript of even
attempting the course.
"I do not believe that we as
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system that even remotely
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Title IX Promises Jock Eruption
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By GREGORY LALIRE
Lobo Sl)Orts Editor
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TITLE IX ISN'T a descriptive name, especially for something that if
fully implemented promises to revolutionize collegiate athletics. In the
world of men's athletics, it's k110wn as Rebellion IX; in the world of
women's athletics, it's Revolution IX.
It has those involved in men's programs worried, if not up in arms. It
has those involved in women's programs beaming from car to ear, if not
doing handstands of happiness. Title IX promis<ls:
*A Saturday night in March with the UCLA Bruins playing the
Southern Cal Trojans to a capacity crowd in Paulley Pavilion while the
UCLA Bruincttes are taking on the Trojanettes at jam-packed Paulina
Pavilion.
*A Notre Dame football coach giving her players a pre-game pep talk
and saying, "Win one for the Gladys!"
.
.
*Shot putter Ursula Woods heaving a 16-pound shot mstead of an eight
pounder at Madison Square Garden.
*College of Our Lady of the Elms in Chicopee, M~s: bei~g in~ligible for
any post season play because. of seven counts of recrmtmg v10latlons.
Just what lurks behind that "tell-nothing" label?
TITLE IX (of the Education Amendments Act of 1972) provides that in
any education program or activity receiving Federal financial assistan~e
there can be no discrimination on the basis of sex. In furtherance of th1s
provision, the Department of Health Education and Welfare h~ s~eci~ied
sex nondiscrimination standards for athletics at college-level msbtutlons
(since almost all receive Federal financial assistance).
. .
There are seven regulations that have been drafted by the HEW whwh Ill
total say that all facilities, equipment, and athletic servi~es. m_ust. be
integrated and/or equal for the two sexes. There can be no d1scnmmat10n
on the basis of sex in provision of equipment, scheduling of games, and
practice times, award of athletic scholarships, opportunity to receive
coaching and instruction, provision of locker rooms, etc., etc.
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Everything's Budwieser,
with a taste of Michelob.
2920 Central SE-262-1041
(Across from the Triangle)

Jobs are
everywherem ..
Careers
are at
General
Telephone
Currently seeking applicants with majors in:

Electrical Engineers
Accountants
Let our Campus Representative explain ~he
possibilities of placement in beautiful Southern California
on March

14th & 15th

For further company information prior to our
campus visit, please write:
Employment Manager
P.O. Box 889
Santa Mon1ca, California 90406
General Telephone Company of California

ICii§t
GEnERAL TELEPHOnE
An equal opportunity employer

THE DRAFT REGULATIONS wm be published in the Federal Register
in the next couple of weeks after which there will be a six month period in
which HEW officials urge NCAA institutions to comment on the matter.
The regulations can then eith~1· be modified or left as they are.
The way they are now has created a stir at every NCAA school and
UNM is no different. Lavon McDonald, athletic director here, sees Title IX
as potentially harmful to the programs of both sexes while Linda Estes,
director of women's intercollegiate athleLics, sees it as another positive
step in the "era of equal rights for women."
It should be pointed out in the beginning that UNM, by Estes' own
estimation (and mainly because of her own efforts), iS ahead of almost all
schools in developing and supporting women athletic programs.
"UNM HAS GIVEN US such terrific support as far as women's athletics
is concerned," Estes said. "That includes Lavon McDonald and the athletic
department and President Heady and the administration.
"We have been able to make so much progress because of the support of
all these people, however, I might add that we still have a long way to go."
There's no doubt about that. While the women's athletic budget will be
raised from $35,000 to $48,000 this year and the number of resident
tuition scholarships will be upped from eight to 20, it is still the part of an
iceberg you can see. The part you can't see belongs to the men, The men's
chunk of the athletic budget is well over one and a half million dollars and
the football team alone has over 100 full-ride scholarship athletes.
"FROM NOW ON IT won't be gpod enougl1 to have hundreds of full
ride scholarships for men and only a few tuition scholarships for women,"
Estes said. "UNM is way ahead of most schools in changing that, though,
There aren't five schools in the country giving scholarships to women. We
were forerunners in that.
"We don't have a team where we'll ever need over 100 players on
scholarships as in men's football. I have no objections to that; it's just that
we'll never need half that many. But if it ever happened that we did need
that many I would expect'to get the. same number as the men."
As far as equal facilities are concerned, Estes doesn't think anything has
to be built because the existing ones can be shared.
"I'm confident that if I was to call Lavon McDonald right now and ask
to play a woman's basketball game in the Arena tomorrow, he would say
'ok,' " Estes said. "But it would be silly to say we want to play basketball
games in the Arena at this time because we can't fill it."
McDONALD ASKS, "BUT WHAT if the men and women both want to
use the Arena at the same time Saturday night?" He also asks, "Does this
mean we will have to integrate the shower rooms?" If not, Title IX
regulations stipulate separate but equal shower rooms must be provided.
The major problem in implementing Title IX, as seen by McDonald and
many others, is the financial limitations. There is only so much Il}Oney a
university can provide for athletics, and there is no way one could possibly
provide the women with as much as the men without drastically cutting
into the latter's program, McDonald said.
"The HEW says that lack of finances can't be used as an excuse for not
fol~owing its regulations." UNM's AD said. ''It's what I call regressive in
that. we ..will have. to.. eliminate ,spGrts in,bothAhe men's.and Yiomen's
programs because of financial restrictions.

McDONALD SAID THAT NOT ewn all tho women are together on the
ther~ are
women who don't want to get involved in the so-called "ills" (particulal'ly
recruiling) found ln big lime men's athletics.
Estes said that recruiting was the last priority she would eve1· spend
money on, and that at this point in women athletic's developmenial stage,
it is possible to avoid recruiting.
"I would like to build such a good women's program here that just
because it is a GOOD program, womt:'n would want to com(' her<-/' Estes
said, "That's what Arizona Stale is doing now and in my opinion they
have the outstanding women's program in the country:"
Though she would personally like to avoid recruiting sht ad miLs it will
probably become necessary when women's athletic programs be:com<' more
competitive.
"I'm not so sure recruiting is all that bad, though," she added, "We. go
out all the Lime and recruit minority students and high school students
with good grades, Music schools are always recruiting good musicians and
art schools good painters. No one says that's bad. But for some reason
people turn their noses down at athletic improvement through recruiting."
ALONG WITH FEELING THAT universities couldn't possibly meet the
HEW regulations without cutting back from the existing programs
(principly the men's), McDonald has another main objection, dealing with
time. He doesn't think the athletic picture at UNM or anywhere else
should or could "change overnight." (Something he thinks the HEW is
trying to make happen with its regulatlons.)
"I'm not against the fact that women want equal athletics," McDonald
said. "I have always been a proponent of it, but women's athletics has to
walk before it can run. It took time for the men's program to grow and
though I think the women's program can grow faster, it still must happen
over a reasonable length of time."

"Not that many women of college age really want to participate in
athletics," he said. "I know that quite a few high school freshmen and
sophomore girls go l'mt for sports but by the time they're seniors they are
more interested in not messing up their hair than anything else."
As far as Linda Estes is concerned, those are surely fighting words.

McDonald noted that men's programs draw sizable revenue through
television contracts and ticket sales, something women's programs
wouldn't be able to do for quite a few years.

:::r~8tp~~~~~":,~':,~;'ith he) team's
The Lobos opened with a 45-40
loss to defending regional
champion Utah State. UNM led
14·13 at the half, but Utah State
beat the Lobo press in the third
quarter and built up a 10 point
lead. In the fourth quarter
Marpe's women chipped away at
the Utah State lead· be bind center
Linda Hattox, who was high point
person with 13 points, and guard
Chris Baca who scored 12.
Both teams had 15 field goals
but Utah State hit on five more
shots from the free throw line for
its winning margin.
"The kids played their finest
game of the season but it wasn't
quite good enough to win," Marpe
said. •• Utah State was tpe toughest
opponent we've faced all season. I
was really proud of the way we
handled Ourselves.''
Also on Friday night, UNM
dropped a 54-50 decision to
Northern Colorado in a game that
went down to the wire. Baea went
in for what would have been a
game tying layup at the buzzer
hut was. ' e,alled
'
. for.
. cl;larging.
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3008 CENTRAL AVE. S.E.
ALBUQUEROUE,N,M. 87106

ACROSS FROM LOBO THEATRE
PHONE (505) 255-3239

McDonald sees a "reasonable length of time" as being five to ten years.
He believes the growth will be hindered somewhat by the fact(?) women
in general don't have the interest in sports that men do.

Estes admits finances could pose a problem but hopes by the time
women's athletics is adequately' funded, the students and legislature will be
willing to support it.

While UNM's women basketball
team failed to win a game at the
regionals held at Logan, Utah over
the weekend, Coach Cathy Marpe

VVhnlt'!i!lh· -Rt•l1ul

Title IX program. UNM's· AD pointed out, for example, that

"IN THE NEXT TWO months there will be some clarification on
congressional intent. It is my personal feeling that Congress did not want
this to be regressive legislation but that's what it will be if the regulations
are enforced."

Women Basketballers
Lose 3 In Regionals
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IMPEACHMENT???
LEARN THE TAUT.,
in

NIXON

The Man Behind The Mask
By Gary Allen
"The President is obviously an un·free agent. Mr. Nixon gels the
glory, gets to live in the White House, flies across the nation and the
world In a giant jet, and makes numerous decisions and appointments,
·but the real power lies with a clique based in New York."
Chapter 2, page 52

AMERICAN OPINION BOOK STORE
The Truth In Time
STORE HOURS 9 AMTO 6 PM WEEKDAYS • WEDNESDAY TO 9 PM

5505 LOMAS N.E.

Phone 265-4176

Estes, however, doesn't see that time as being so far off.
"When we have the same benefits--such as high paid coaches, facilities,
scholarships-as men's basketball has, l have no doubts that we will draw
the same kind of crowds," she said. "If we get the same kind of support
(moneywise) I predict within five ye~rs we'll be able to fill the Arena as
the men do."

Northern Colorado made both
free throws to ice the victory.
"It was a close game all the
way," Marpe said. "They were
hitting from the outside so we had
to switch to a man-to·man
defense.
Hodges isn't basing his analysis of San Francisco
"He's a great shooter witn range," Hodges said.
"We didn't play up to our
By GREGORY LALIRE
"He's the strong inside type and has been called the on his scouting report because he failed to scout
capabilities in the first half. We
Lobo Sports Editor
were badly outrebounded and
San Francisco might not register as a national best white shot blocker in the country. He's a great them (which he admits was his first mistake this
season). The Lobos will also go into Thursday's
outhustled, but then we made a basketball powerhouse to you and indeed the Dons defensive intimidator, a rejecter (of shots)."
·game
without having seen game film, but head
The
other
forward
spot
is
manned
by
6·7
good comeback in the second half don't rank in the collegiate top twenty polls, but
and almost tied it."
Dennis Hodges makes them sound like the next best freshman Jeff Randell, 7.3 points-5.8 rebounds, coach Norm Ellenberger is less worried than his
who was one of the most highly recruited high assistant.
Baca led UNM's scoring -in the thing to UCLA.
"Every time we play somebody, we play someone
school
players in the country. The center is 6-9 Eric
Northern Colorado game with 10
Or if you have to play them, as the Lobos do, the
bigger
than us; that's nothing new," Ellenberger
Fernsten
who
is
averaging
9.6
points
and
10.4
points. Meg Born scored nine and next worst thing to the Bruins. UNM meets San
said.
"We've
played guards who are quicker than us;
_
was the leading rebounder with Francisco Thursday night at Tucson il! the second rebounds.
that's
nothing
new. We've played teams with more
"The other guard is John Bora, who took over
eight rebounds.
game of the Far West Regional doubleheader. It's
depth
on
the
boards;
that's nothing new."
when
the
team
was
having
its
troubles
and
made
In the consolation game UNM Dayton and UCLA squaring off in the first game.
But what past Lobo opponents had all those
was routed, 63·32, by BYU and
"There is no doubt that they are the 'best team them win," Hodges said. "He's the catalyst to tbe
things rolled into one?
·
Marpe admitted that her women· We've played this year," Lobo assistant coach team, the guy who makes it go."
"We
are
a
real
fine
basketball
team
right now,"
San Francisco didn't look like it was going
didn't have anything left after _ Dennis Hodges said. "They have a big strong front
Ellenberger
said.
"Our
key
to
success
against
Idaho
anywhere
at
the
start
of
the
season
losing
four
of
its
''playing their hearts out" the two line and great quickness at guards. Two seniors off
State
was
our
maturity-a
realization
of
what
it
first six games and splitting its first 14. The Dons
previous games.
their club will be in the pros this year.'"
takes
to
beat
a·
good
basketbali
team
on
the
road.
"With mostly freshmen and
The best of the Ddhs is Phil Smith, a 6·4 guard had been ranked in the middle of top twenty polls
We're exceptionally tough mentally at this point; we
sophomores on this year's team, who leads the team with a 21.8 scoring a•erage and before basketball competition began this season.
Eleven of those first 14 games were on the road demonstrated that . throughout the Idaho State
I'm really looking forward to a has been getting over five rebounds a game.
good season next year," Marpe
"He'll be a first round choice (in the pro draft)," · and against some good competition, too (Maryland, game.n
If UNM slips by San Francisco Thursday, it will
said. "The Northern schools in Hodges said. "He's the Phil Chenier-Walt Frazier Providehce, Stanford). Once West Coast Conference
no
doubt be UCLA (heavy favorite over Dayton) for
play
began
San
Francisco
had
it
together
and
our region definitely know we are type. He's a defensive player who is also a fine
the
Lobos on Saturday. Playing the powerful Bruins
a threat now.
fundamental offensive player either gong dominated what Hodges called a "very tough
is
something
Ellenberger can joke about at this
"Our district (Southern) has one-on-one .or off the pick. He poses a monumental Jeague."
stage.
"We'll
have
a
size
disadvantage;
but
these
people
usually been the weakest but problem to us."
"If we are so fortunate to get by San Francisco,
things are ~hanging fast. Our
Another considerable problem for UNM, and a ,. not only have size but quickness, too," the assistant
we
feel UCLA will be a very capable opponent," the
playing ability improves with each pro prospect, is 6·9 forward Kevin Restani who is coach said. "We've played good before this year but
coach
said •
will have to play great to win this time."
•year.!'. . .
, • , , .. • .
.averaging 21.8 points and 10.4 rebounds.
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Lobos Don Trouble With San Francisco
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Yes, the Mellotran 400 is now available. Right here in
the U.S. The amazing new English keyboard instrument you've been hearing about. Now the full effect of
an orchestra is now at your fingertips through the use of
pre-recorded tapes, achieving the sounds of instru·
ments such as violins, cellos, flutes, brass and vocals.
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'HER MAJESTY IS OUT OF THE COUNTRY-WHICH. MAKES HER SMARTER THAN EITHER OF USI'

A Weekend Of
Basketball
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Coming To The Defense Of Dr. Gilbert Merkx

ASUNM has made students an offer they can't refuse.
For the small price of $30, one can travel to Tucson,
Arizona to see the Lobos play the University of San
Francisco on Thursday in the Western Regional games
of the NCAA tournament.
The $30 price tag includes round-trip bus
transpor.tation, tickets for the basketball games and
lodging for the four-day affair.
While the intent of the arrangement is good, there are
two problems. First is the timing of the tournament.
Doesn't the NCAA know that UNM is having midterms
this week? We can't imagine how the organization could
be so irresponsible as to scheduling the regional playoffs
for this time.
The second hitch is that there is only room for 500
people to go on the trip. A$30 weekend in the fun and
sun capital of the southwest will undoubtedly draw
thousands of people to the ticket lines.
We th-ink that the Lobos deserve a large and vocal
crowd in Tucson when they play San Francisco.
But if you can't scrape up the money to go to
Arizona and help spur the basketball team onto victory,
we have ·another suggestion for you. On Friday at 4:30
p.m. in Carlisle Gy:m, the Lobo Hamburgers will
decimate the KUNM Circuit Breakers in the traditional
UNM/media basketball competition. The game,
originally scheduled for Wednesday, had to be
postponed until Friday because of the Breakers'
unwillingness to appear on the courts to face the crack
Lobo team. And there's another point in favor of the
Lobo-KUNM game-it's free.

I am a recent graduate of UNM
completing four years of
undergraduate study at that
institution. Perhaps, I should also
Indicate my academic credentials as a
~'good student" as does Mr. Henderson.
My cumulative grade point average was
approximataly a 3.9. Unlike Mr.
Henderson, I am not at this time
employed. Instead, I found myself
pursuing something called
professionalism and am currently
enrolled as a graduate student at UNM,
.. a very respectaPie institution of higher
learning.
I, too, have evaluated my learning
experience as an undergraduate at the
University and have wondered, as does
Mr; Henderson, as to its worth. My
final decision has been a relatively
POsitive one due mainly to. a few
courses at UNM which proved to be
stimulating and a few instructors who
seemed to have a real concern for the
student's: Intellectual advancement
rather than just passing him lher)
through the System.
I magi no my surprise in reading
Henderson's article which criticized the
course which I considered to be
perhaps the most interesting and
rewarding course that I took at UNM
and the professor who taught it, Being
a Sociology minor, I took a particular
interest· in the course: "Contemporary
Sociological Theory"' (Sociology 471 ),
taught by Or, Gilbert Merkx. The
co·urse was listed in the. University
Catalog as an "analysis and comparison
of major contributions to sociological
theory since 1900, considering their
continuity with older theoretical

positions and application in
contemporary research." I must admit
tha.t upon my first look at Merkx's
booklist and course plan, I seriously
considered dropping the course.
Approximately 13 books were on that
Jist with also 5 mini papers, a
take--home final exafn and a term paper
required. However, I decided to "take
my chances" and do as best I could.
(My grade point average in sociology

Sexist Gliders
I would like to know who was
responsible for those sexist flyers put
out on campus last week advertising a
hang glider meeting. Did you see them?
There were several cute variations on
one theme-"For Everyone-And His
Gal-.. , 1 'For All Sportsmen And Tholl"
Gals!'
As one can see, they were aimed
only at those rough-and-tumble
"Adventerous {sic) Sportsmen" and
the gals were welcome as accessories
only.
To whatever 88 brain it was who
thought up such a catchy and novel
approach to lure the brawny ones to
the meeting (he probably has a lifetime
subscription to Argosy}, I have this to
say: if you were trying to be cute, you
failed miserably, cause it ain't funny. If
you were serious, it is astounding.
Wake up, this is 1974, not 19561
If you really feel that way about the
ugals,'' don't revert to the closet when
it comes to prime media exposure. One
last word for you and your hang glider:
good luck in getting it up.
Judy Sing

up to that point had been 4.0 in 21
hours completed.)
1 would agree with Mr. Henderson
that the books were authored by some
of the greatest sociologists of all time.
I, too, read most of them and parts of
all of them. However, I found Merk)('s
lectures to be quite concise, showing
much insight and grasp of the material
at hand. The lectures were anything
but short with class time always going
overtime. I, too, \f\13S a bit concerrit!d
that the grade in the course was to be
based solely on a final exam and term
paper (the mini papers were
commented on but not graded), but
,. decided to buckle down and work very
hard on that final material. Merkx
could easily be found in his office~
quite willing to discuss term papers
with students and gave to students to
use his books on the subject matter
they chose to research. With no
problem I got my papers, term paper
and exam back. from the instructor. I
also found the department secretary to
be very helpful in any matter relating
to the course or the instructor. All of
this appears to be a very different
situation from what Mr. Henderson
reports and one can only wonder how
much effort he personally put into
getting his graded material back.
I might comment on the educational
travesty that Mr. Henderson alleges
took place. Perhaps, a better case in
point, from a somewhat different
angle, might be made of other courses
"taught" in the University. As a
freshman and a sophomore, I was
delighted by the numerous courses
(continued on page 8)
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Kirk Investigation Could Have Lasting Effects
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By MICHAEL TARASOFF
Webster Lee Hudson/alias Jesse Lee Kirk, died Feb. 22
as the result of a 25·foot fall from a Coronado dormitory
window on Feb. 20.
The circumstancer:i surrounding the incident have eliCited
allegations from the black community in Albuqu8rque of
racism, police apathy and inefficiency, political prejudice.
and even homicide.
.
For voicing their concern, the black citizenS' of our
communitY have been labeled as counter-racist:i and as
inefficient and normalfy apathetic radicals letting off steam
while advancing their own political prejudices in an attempt
to cover up an obvious suicide or sandal.
The UNM police have been chastized by the black
'conimunity for their alleged lack of expertise and
unprofessional discriminatory investigative· techniques.
1n turn, the black community has been accused of
misrepresentation of facts, of being over~emotional, Illogical
and potentially riotous, of auto-stimulation of their racial
priCe, and in general, Conducting themselves poor'ly in the
spotlight of the community consciousness.
· and opt1m1sm
· ·
b ord enng
·
With a great deal of imagination
on naivete., one could coneivably glean the implication of
an investigation going on somewhere within this turriultous
exchange of latent I rustrations.
Apparently, a sufficient body of influential people
observed the chaotic Interaction of these two polarized

factions, and conceded the necessity of a third party
investigation.
Through the cooperation of Charles Becknell, Harold
Bailey and President Heady, the state police were enlisted
to attempt to sort out the internal inconsistencies and
contradictions arising Oj.lt of the essentially ethnic feud.
The rhetorical battle field gr.ew silent for a time, as the
participants became observers of what could prove to be
the entrance of a neutral, justice-oriented faction.
However; the apparent tranquility was soon disrupted by
the uneasines~ generated by the ''oVer-easiness" displayed
by the state police investigators, who io their heVer·ending
search for truth, as it Were, came into focus as being too
neutral (i.e. seemingly -being more concerned about
avoiding any unpleasantcivildisordersthanestablishingthe
facts).
The nature of the incident, and the pdor confusion of
the investigation, coupled with the politically sedative
training, experience and mannerisms of the special
investigators, did make it Virtually impossible to discern
what the true Purpose of the state police's intervention was.
Thus, some members of the black community took it
upon themselves to pursue the illusive factS.
Whatever their motives were, the state police concluded
their investigation on March 1, ·after holding a press
conference in the Afro~American Studies Center the
previous night (described by police as 11 8 shouting match"),
and returned to their headquarters in Santa Fe to digest the

evidence.
In view of the eviden~e disclosed so far, it is probable
that the interpretation of this evidence by the Bernalillo
County District Attorney will yield a conclusion of
accidental death. ,
BUt the ultimate verdict is nat what concerns me so
much as. the lessons learned about how to a·nd how not toapproach the system of justice. Lessons are parad~xically
presented in the form of questions:
On one hand, the black community did give the
impression of being 11 hot-headed/ 1 but this interpretation
of their actions is over~simplified by the fact that the
viewing public at large could easily detach themselves from
the inherent emotionalism involved i111he death of a friend.
On the other hand, the death of any human being,
regardless of race, social station, or any prejudicial
determinants. is, in my opinion, a matter automatically
deserving of the most scrutinizing _and exhaustive
investigation. It shoufd have been made available
immediately to the black community, without their having
to come under the cross~fire of the public and the
administration to demand it.
With the passing of time, it is relatively easy for the
death of one man to become inConSequential, but the
resultant latent racial tensions brought an by the hesitancy
of th·e administration to afford this one man due
consideratlon. may have. a very unpleasant, far-reaching
cumulative effect.
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Key Watetgate Tape Erased 5-9 Times
WASHINGTON (UPI)-A technical panel says it doesn't
know who caused an 18 minute huzz on one of President
Nixon's key Watergate tapes, but it does know the tape
was erased by starting and stopping a tape recorder at
least five and perhaps nine Limes.
The report immediately brought one prediction of
possible extra senate Watergate hearings and another of
increased impeachment pressurll.
In a fcd<•ral court hearing Tuesday, the experts were
blocked by WhiLe House lawyers from answering Chief
Jud~c John J. Sirica's question: "Was the 18 minute buzz
caused hy accident, or wns it deliberately done?"
"We have no view us to who did what for what reason/'
Dr. 'rhomas J. Stockham ,Jr., of the Universii'Y of Utah,
one of the six ~xpcrts jointly named by Nixon's lawyers
and the Watergate prosecutors, said.
But when the prosecutors and Sirica tried several times
to determine if the two-month technical study could
determine a deliberate pattern of actions to erase the tape,
they were blocked by James St. Claire, the President's

new chief Watergate lawyer,
"I object to your honor's question because there's no
basis in the previous testimony in the hearings to indicate
any way it could be done deliberately," SL, Clair said.
Sirica withdrew the question, and the prosecutors
decided to continue the hearings tbis week, sLarting with
testimony Wednesday from two secret service agents, Lou
Sims and Alfred Wong. A.5sistant prosecutor Jill W. Volner
said the two, who set up the White House taping system
and had custody of the tapes, would be quizzed about
who had access to the Watergate-related recordings.
Thc experts concluded that the tapes had been erased,
and thaL ut one iime n conversation between Nixon and
his chief Aide H. R. Haldeman probably existed on the
tape. They said the 18 minutes was not erased all at once,
but in at least five stages and possibly as many as nine, by
someone who first pushed the "record" button, which
would erase the previous conversation, and then, the stop
button, which would stop the tape,
"Would this pattern be consistent with a person

~~~====~==~~~~~

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
•"

COMMUNITY COLLEGE
SPRING 1974

Non-Credit Course Schedule
Adobe~Build·IL·Yourself 1,11

International Travel
Albuquerque, Story of
Japanese II
Archeology of the Southwest
Jewelry Mal~ing. Dec:. nnd Adv.
Automobile Maintenance
Jug Band
Baking: Dreads a.nd Rolls
Landscape Painting
Baking: Pastries, Cakes and Cookies
J.. cgislators, IJobbyists and Laws
Balik
Moth 010, 020
The Bicycle
Metrication
Body Movement
Mineralogy-Modem CollecLing
Bridge
Modem Literature and the Bible
Cable Television Production
Money Management
Ceramics
Navajo I
Certified Proia Secretary, Review II
Oil Techniques
Children: The Challenge
Photogrnphy I
Country Dances ot the British Isles
Photography: 'Drnkroom Technique
Creative Macrame
Physical Fitness for Adults
Crcatlvc Women of the Sou.thwcst
PJano I, II
Creative Writing: Fict.lon
Puppetry
.;
Cross·Country Skiing
Real Estate for the 1-Iomcbuycr
The Dulcimer: Make And Play It
Repairing Small Appliances
Energy and the Environment
Santa Fe Opera 1974
EngUsh 010
Science, Man and Society
Exploring the Universe
SCUBA Diving
Fashion Independence
Sewing as Problem Solving
Freehand Drawing
Short-Wave Listening
French 11
Soaring and Ballooning
Gardening for Spring and Summer
Sound Systems for the Home
Gcnnan U
Sp.dnish I~ U, 111, IV, V
Gotr. Beginning
Speed Reading
Government Construction Contracting
Study Skills
Govt. Contract Administration, Adv.
Supervising People
Great DecisiOns 197 4
Swimming. Beg. and Improvement
Guitnr I. II
T'al Chi Cb'uan
HistorY of N.M. and the S.W. (1821-1974) Wallhangings: Stitchery
Icc Skating
Wallhangings: Weavings
Indoor Plants
WUdfiowcrs of New Mexico
Interior Design in the Home
Women in ·Business
International Cookery
Woodworking
Yoga Principles and Practices

t
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Register Now
Classes start the week of Jan. 21
For information call 277-2931

WASHINGTON (UPI)-'I'hree
members of the Senate Watergate
Commit tee have expressed
concern over court testimony that
18'1:: minutes of a presidential tape
were erased.
Republican Vice Chairman Sen.
Howard H. Baker Jr. said the
panel may investigate the issue.
But two presidential
sup porters, Sen. Barry M.
Goldwater, R-Ariz., and Interior
Secretary Rogers C.B. Morton,
dismissed the testimony as
inconsequential.
Baker, reached in his home
state of Tennessee, said the
committee "very possibly" may
schedule extra hearings on the
report which technical experts
made to U.S. District Court
Tuesday on the gap in a tape of a
conversation between then White
House Chief of Staff H. R.
Haldeman and President Nixon
June 20, 1972, three days after
the Watergate break-in.
"If the net effect is what it
appears to be, that is that it was
not accidental, it would be very,
very serious indced,u said Baker.
Sen. Daniel K. Inouye,
D·Hawaii, a committee member,
said he was "very much disturbed
and distressed" by the experts'
report. ''I was hoping that the
technical experts would have
reported that this was the result
of some accident," he said,
Another committee Democrat,
Sen. Joseph M. Montoya, N .M.,
said the revelations "clearly
justify going into this matter of
the tape gap a little more in depth
by the committee as well as the
court."
Goldwater, who has defended
Nixon in a round of speeches in
recent days, said "it's nothing
more than technicians explaining
how 18 minutes of silence

•

a college student
need life insurance?
One good reason~it demonstrates financial
responsibility. A growing number of employers
are looking for ihis characteristic in prospective
employees.
There are many other important reasons.
They're all covered in a special booklet: "Why
College Students are Buying Life Insurance." For
a free copy at no obligation, write or call:
·
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Larry M. Sellers
120Vassar Drive, S.E.
Albuquerque, N,M. 87106
505/255-1613

occurred on a tape. My
confidence in the President is still

strong."
Morton, a former chairman of
the Republican National
Committee, said, "I'm sick and
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UNM Regents last month ratified after the fact a 1972
purchase of land carried out without action in a formal meeting
and, at the same time, volunteered to open future informal
discussions to the news media.
Purchase of 8.022 acres of land from the First Baptist Church
of Albuquerque by UNM was completed in September, 1972,
following months of negotiation. The Regents, at an informal
luncheon meeting earlier ·that year, had made a firm offer of
$1.40 per square foot for the land, or a total purchase price of
$489,213.65. When the deal was consumated, it was not brought
back to an official meeting of the board for formal action.
The matter, however; was taken through the other official
steps of presentation to the Board of Educational Finance and
State Board of Finance for their approval.
Regents and university officials said it was an oversight that the
matter had not come to the board for formal approval.
"We do frequently have luncheon meetings here after our
formal meetings," Regents President Calvin Horn said. "And we
do discuss University business. It is helpful to all of us.
"In the future, when the five of us (Regents) get together
informally at lunch, I believe the press should be invited to join
us if they desire it," he said.
.
.
"If we discuss personal problems or matters of a delicate
nature, I'm sure they will respect the need for confidentiality,"
Horn said.
"The press has been very good to this University," he said.
"And we have nothing at all to hide at this University."
Other members of the board agreed with Horn's suggestion, as
did UNM President Heady. Dr. Heady cautioned that such things
as _plans to make specific dollar offers on real estate should not be
announced "prematurely" and said he concurred in Horn's belief
that the media would respect requests for confidentiality in such
matters.
The resolution of ratification stated, after reviewing the history
of the 1972 land purchase: "The Regents have reviewed all the
acts touching said purchase done by the officers of the University
in completing said sale and hereby ratify, approve and confirm
the same in all respects.".
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manager, said.
William Bierbaum, director of
auxiliary services at UNM, said the
consolidations will result in
curtailment of staff. The UNM
personnel office is attempting to
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(Photos by Jean McGrumc)
UNM Housing Office Plans to Consolidate Dorms.
place persons affected in other
University positions.
Normally, personnel in
residence hall food service jobs do
noL work during the semester
End the week right.
break, either taking leave without
pay or annual leave.
Spend it with
Lockett said the planned moves
will affect 11 persons a.t. most i11
food services, all of whom have
been hired by the University
during the fall semester.

Welcome Back to School!

LindQ RonstQdt
& Jo.ckson Browne

New women students
are invited to visit
the women's center.

9.,1I

_,

Personal Counseling
Group Counseling
legal Counseling
Rape Crisis Center
Pregnancy & Abortion
Information
Consciousness raising
groups beginning
at semester
Books, periodicals,
pamphlets on women
by women, for women
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Please call277-3716
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We think we;ve been misunderstood.
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Hokona Dormitory

!

Just 5 Minutes from Campus
4201 Central NE

1.

YOU

ARE
HERE

The GSA Consuming Handbook
is available in the
GSA office
Room 106 in the Union
Phone3803
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years late getting this much of a
dec1ine.
"We operated during the fall
semester at about 83 per cent of
capacity, while other universities
in New Mexico were operating at
about the 65 per cent level."
Some of the available rooms in
the halls may be used from time
to time during the spring semester
by educational conference groups
and visiting athletic teams, Glaser
said.
To maintain efficiency of
operation and to conserve fue1,
the UNM housing office plans to
consolidate residence units next
semester. To accomplish this, four
floors and a sectiori. of another
floor in three residence halls,
Alvarado, Hokona and Onate, will
be closed for the second semester.
Also, all student food service,
with the e::<ception of the Union,
will be consolidated in La Posada.
This means that the food service
lines in Hokona will be closed
during the spring semester. The
bake shop and other cooking
facilities in Hokona will be used,
Jack Lockett, food service

.

Any graduate student who
bas problems call us.

Southwestern Lif'e
Happiness is what we sell.

I

tired of hearing about1 the tapes."
Former Attorney General Elliot
L. Richardson said in Los Angeles
that the newest disclosures may
intensify efforts to impeach
Nixon.

Regents Claim
Land Purchase
Was 'Oversight'

Energy-conscious commuter
students at UNM may save
gasoline this semester by moving
into campus residence halls. It
0 appears as if there will be plenty
~ of space.
~
UNM housing officials are
"= predicting a larger than normal
0
fall-off in dormitory occupancy
between the first and second
0
semesters
this year. The normal
'>"1 dip is between
10 and 15 per cent.
;:;; This year a decrease of about 20
~ per cent in dormitory occupancy
z is anticipated, Karen Glaser, Dean
,£ of Students, said.
"
Availability of private,
off~campus housing, finances and
declining numbers of out-of-state
and out-of-Albuquerque students
are among the factors cited by
Glaser for the drop.
"We anticipate there will be
about 1400 students living in the
dorms during the second
semester," the Dean of Students
said. ~'However, because they
know there is no shortage of dorm
rooms, there may be more
~walk-ins' than normal next
month."
Dormitory capacity at UNM is
about 2000.
uuniversities all over the
country have experienced a
decline jn dormitory use," Glaser
said. "Actually, we're about two

!l

Tape Gap May Be 'Serious!...Baker

Why does

I'

operating the machine to erase the tape, slopping the
machine (and backing up) to make sure nothing was.not
erased, and then going on with the erasure?" assistant
prosecutor Richard Ben-Veniste asked.
"Yes, they'd be thoroughly consistent with that," said
Dr. Richard H. Bolt, president of a Cambridge, Mass.,
electronics firm.
Three members of the Senate Watergate
Committee-Republican Vice Chairman Howard Baker of
Tennessee and Democrats Joseph M. Montoya of New
Mexico and Daniel K. Inouye of Hawaii-all said they
were deeply concerned over the reports' showing the tape
was erased.
Baker, who only a week ago said the committee may
never resume its public hearings into Watergate, said the
body "very possibly" may schedule extra hearings on the
taPC erasure.
"If the net effecL is what it appears to be-that is, that
'it was not accidental-it would be very, very serious
indeed,, Baker said.

ARE
HERE
Copper is Quicker

A Real Selection In Hot Dogs

·uNM
Inter Fraternity Council
&
Panhellenic Council
announces the start of the
1974 Spring Rush

All chapters will be hosting
open houses .
IFC Rush-January 16.19
contact Larry Mangus at 277-6448
Panehellenic Rush-January 28 .February 2
contact Karen Abrums at 277-4006

Wollman Wants More Professors
By RICH IWBER'I'S
Looking at spring and on to fall
S('Jn(ISl(.•l', Nathaniel Wollman~
c{(,an of Arts and Scicnc<~s, said he
hoped thNe would be no cut in
th<' number of faclllty. He said he
was hoping rather for the
authorization to add to the
faculty with several positions to
fi II.
Wollman said there were some
particular individuals who wt•rc
intPr~sted in coming here, H'~
dt•clined to name any of them but
said they would b" valuable
additions to the faculty •.
"I
don't Jcnow how much
our h
will b(,,' hP said. HJVs
1

experimental program of
.•till in the lap of the legislature."
education. Wollman said the new
He said the projected budget of
program was separate from ihc
the Legislative Finance
College of Education and not
Committee, as far as he could tell
sup
plcmcntal to thai college's
l'rom newspaper reports, was Jess
programs.
than the governor's proposed
He said ihe university received
budget which was less than thai
a
grant from the National
recommended by the Board of
Endowment
for the Humanities.
Educational Finance. Wollman
The original proposal called for a
described the BEF proposed
five-year cost program budgeted
budget !IS "a disaster to begin
for $3 million. NEH was to
with.''
provide
$2 million of this and the
'raking the l'ull-iimc oquival<'ni
university to provide the rest,
(FTE) of gruduatc assistantships
Wollman said $1 million didn't
and faculty, the univ<•rsiiy lost 30
repn•seni
the n<'t uddiiional cost
facully last year, he said.
Lo
tlw
university.
He said the
"I madP an invPstigat..ion of
classes closed befor<' the end of administration decidPd this was
rcgisit·ation in the full semester too largP a financial commitment
therefore tlw full program was
and found fii:'VC l'al hundred W(~re
deferred.
clusPd 1 " Wollman said. "This
Inste>ad a 11 mjnj-proposal" for a
makes it very difficult for
single
sophomore theme has been
stud<'nis to plun their progress of
,
initiated
on the subject of tho
cours<:•S 1 PSpCldally sincf' many of
Pnvironm<•nl.
'rh(l original
Uwse nr<' rC'quirf;ld coursrs.n
N<•xt fall tho College of Arts proposal culled for four
and SciC'nC< S will b(•gin an sophomore llwmcs. This theme
1

Makers
lndlan Jewelry
OLD TOWN

1

would be limited to an enrollment
of 50.
He- said this would give the
college experience in giving the
course. Extension of the program
beyond next fall would depend on
the experience and further
budgeting.
Wollman said the university had
no idea how NEll would view the
sophomore component, especially
on this particular theme. The
original proposal would have
established a program from
frPshman through senior years. In
the junior year a student would
have taken all the required courses
of the major, he said.
For the sophomore theme in
the fall he said students would
receiv<' full credit for electives and
towards group requirements. He
said he didn't know the degree to
which Uw 32 hours would take
pI ac<• of freshman/sophomore
rcqu ir{'mt1n ts.
He said with this partial
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Give Your Room

a NEW LOOK
It's easy with our huge selection of
rattan and willow futniture.
•

More than 200 different ones!
Black Light, Black & White, Color!
$1.00-$1.50-$2.00-$4.00!
.,

Hampers!
Chests!
Waste Baskets!
Stools!
Fish Net!
Bamboo Curtains!
Grass Mats!
and many others!

I'

Large Selection of Straw Flowers!

Willow Chairs!
or Hanging Chairs!

'

MADRAS & PRINTS!
& OVERPRINTS!
Great for bedspreads, curtains, etc.!
72x108 & 90x108 $4.98-5.98-7.49!

,,

or Victorian Chairs
in many sizes & styles

.... -·-·----··-·--·
Three Panel Screens
Make A Big Difference!
-·

Coronado Center

Old Town Plaza

296-5559
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun.
10-6

842-8022
Mon.-Fri .. 9-9
Sat.
10-6
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A recent sut'VCY by UNM
libraries found that there are more
than 300 church and synagogue
libaries in the state. While some of
these are amply stocked and
well•organized, such as the 5500
volume library of the
Hoffman town Baptist Church,
others I ack volumes and
administrative know-how.
In an effort to help the
religious libraries of the state to
develop more effective, modern
library service, the UNM General
Library is co-sponsoring a
day-long workshop to be held in
Albuquerque March 16.
The workshop will be part of
the second New Mexico Church
and Synagogue Library
Conference, which will be held at
the Hoffman town Baptist Church,
near the corner of Menaul and
Wyoming Streets. Co-sponsors of
the conference are the national
Church and Synagogue Library
Association, and the Albuquerque
Council of Churches.

I
I \

"This workshop will appeal not
only to librarians, but to directors
of religious education and
ministers," said Dr. John F.
Harvey, dean of library services at
UNM.

II

102 Per Cent
Volunteer

"

.'

beginning there were some
unanswered questio11s a student
would have to take a chance on.
On the grading changes
proposed by a subcommittee of
the Faculty Policy Committee
Wollman said no formal action
had been taken by the college.
The college had a meeting last
semester at which they had
discussed the proposal.
i1'
He said the college was evenly "
split with half in support for the ~
proposal in some or other part
and the other half of the
department strongly opposed to
it.
''I'm against it myself unless ii
is madP. mort' clear what
constiittl(.l:, a 'C,' tt he said.
Ho said he believed under the
proposed chang<•s student~ would
be given highN grudes than at
present. He said the effect of this
would make it harder and harder
to interpret a student's transcript.

~

UNM To Hold
Library Session

This Semester

POSTERS!

··~.

The proposed changes in
undergraduate grading would
provide three different grading
systems up io the student's
choice. Chief f<>aiures of the
changes are elimination of the
"F," listing a lien as satisfactory
and allowi11g a student io take all
courses on an ungraded basis, if he
or she wishes,
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WASHINGTON (UPI)~For the
se cbnd consecutive month the
Army met its recruiting goals in
Decembm•.
In Decem bet, the Army
attracted 102 per cent of its
objective compared to 104 per
cent in November. In the nitt~
p t·evious months since the
all-volunteer force began, the
Army had nnver come close to its
recruiting goals and had only
topped 90 per cent once.
On top of its regular December
goal of 12,800 recruits, the Army
had asked enlistees to find
another 1,500 volunteers to make
up part of the past shortfalls. The
recruiters, however, found only
300 extra volunteers, a spokesman
said.
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UNM's Whizz Kids

83Get4.0's
Eighty-three UNM students
achieved a strajght "A" average,
4.0, during the fall semester in the
Co liege of Arts and Sciences,
Dean Nathaniel Wollman
announced.
They are Bruce Ainsworth,
Carol Ann Baca, James G.
Behnken, Katharine Bjorl1lund,
Frank T. Burke, Robert J. Burns,
Jean Ellen Canavan, Katherine M.
Clm·ke, Joyce Darling, James W.
Davis, Connie M. Deluca,
Lawrence S. Dike, Dennis S.
Duncan, Marsha M. Duro;
Paul Scott Eaton, Susan
Fullam, Gretchen H. Gibson, Judy
A. Gladstone, Donnelle Goplen,
Douglas J. Gordon, Richard J.
Gordon, Janet E. Graham, Susan
Green, Sandra K. Harman,
Michael F. Hartshorne, Paula
Hertel, Thomas R. Hinton, Jr.,
Mary Lou Howell, Michael D.
Huffman, Karen B. Huthsing;
Mark L. Ish, Lynn B. Jorde,
Anne Marie Kass, Ellen J. Keifer,
Kerry C. Kiernan, Sarah Jo Krahn,
Raymond A. Krell, Paul Lees,
Holly J. Lewis, James T. Locatelli,
Ralph R, Lopez, Rudy A. Lucero,
Rodney C. Lujan;
Michael G. Matturro, Susan L.
Merwin, Joan E. Milligan, Joe A.
Mims, Christel C. Moose, Sandra
S. Morimoto, Celia A. Morrow,
Stephen A. Murphey, Virginia C.
Myers, David Orlicky, Margaret J.
Paul, Joseph R. Perea, Audrey L.
Potter, Arian Leigh Pregenzer;
Sandra L. Ragan, Mary J,
Ramsey, Carol A. Richards, Mark..
D. Rieb, Manuel A. Rodriguez,
Rita A. Rosso!, Jane A. Russell,
Frederick F. Sanchez, Lynne A.
Sands, Karen S. Servialla, Patricia
L. Servilla, Karen Doris Shockley,
Linda L. Smith, Charles J. Storey,
Susan L. Strome, Martha A.
Sullenberger, Robert Hunter
Summers, Christopher Swalwell;
George W. Thomason, Willian
G. Walker, David W. Wall, Wayne
J, Wallis, Lewis E. Wilson, Michael
L. Wilson, William K. Wilson, and
Randi J. Wortman.
TW 0 ·HUNDRED and six
students achieved a 3.50 to 3.99
average during the fall semester.
They are Kenneth G. Adams, Jr.,
Gerald T. Allgood, Edward J.
Apodaca, Angela L. Arellanes,
David E. Arrasmith, Leonard J.
Baca, Juanita J. Bainbridge, Evan
G. Ballman, Carolyn Mae Barbier,
Linda Jo Barncord, Patricia
Barnes, Marcella R. Bauer, David
A. Beck, Melissa A. Behrens,
Rebecca Benjamin;
Edward Bruce Berman, Robert
P. Bess, Janet C. Blakeley, Kevin
J. Bliss, Chevis R. Boone, III,
Thomas M. Borden, Terry L.
Boren, Daniel K. Brannan, Allan
R. Breese, Kathleen M. Brennan,
Mary Jo Bridenstine, Marian E.
Brown, Martha S. Brummer,
Kathleen M. Buchen; ·
Colleen D. Calhoun, Joseph A.
Callan, Mark E. Carlin, Paula A.
Carpenter, Jepthah L. Choate,
Paul L. Civerolo, Bessie J.
Collaros, Nicholas S. Collaros,
Pamela R. Copeland, Donna M.
Coppola, J11mie K. Corley,
Kimberly A. Cosner, Robert J.
Cronk,.Mary L. Crumhaker;
Susan E. Daley, Rebecca Jo
Daniels, James Hutchins Davis,
Paul A. De h lassie, David A.
Dekok, Edward J. Delana, Charles
A Desimone, Mary R. Diven, Jane
E. Dobervich, Willian J. Driscoll,
Jean M. Duke, Gerard P. Dumas;
ANN L. ELDERKIN, James C.
Ellis, Myrtle P. Everitt, Steve
Ewing, Sidney J, Fendley, David
R. Fisher, Lawrence E. Flanagan,
Jane A. Flick, Katherine B.
Fordyce, John C. Fowler, John R.
Fox, Robert G. Frank, StephenS.
Gardner, Valerie w; Gerard, Leslie
A. Glass, Heward C. Glymph,
Lynne M. Graupman, Valerie S,
'

....

Green, Lynn D. Greenlee, Rodney
L. Guinn;
Ronda K. Hageman, Mindy H.
Halpern, Marilyn Hand, Mart. C.
Hanna, Christine Harrington,
Devorah L. Harrington, Richard
M. Herrera, Michael D. Hersh,
Dianne E. Hogrefe, Jan L.
Holland, Kerwin J. Hollowwa,
Deborah A. Huelsmann, Robert C.
Hull, Dolores L. Humes, Larry D.
Hutchins;
Kenneth J. Jackson, Robert
Edwin Jacobs, Jean M. Janzen,
Sally M. Jaramillo, Robert E.
Johnson, James R. Jones, III,
Susan H. Jones, Bradley J.
Kaplan, Richard Karnes, Marina
Kartas, Elizabeth S. Kasner, Ann
Lee Kennedy, Amanda Kyle
Kinlaw, Susan L. Kirt, Patrice G.
Kramm, Miclwel J. Krampn('r,
Alan E. Kraus, Michael A.
Kuliasha;
Carol E. Lnffo11, Gregory J.
Lalire, Susan K. Larsen, Van
Loren Leighton, Mury K.
Lochner, Larry S. Lopez, Luis A.
Lucero, David R. Maggart,
Michael C. Manring, Edward L.
Markel, David A. Martinez, John
P, McCloskey, Charles L.
McElwee, Lode K. McMann,
Timothy I, McMurray, William F.
McNamara, Richard M. Meyers,
Robert 0. Miller, James G.
Moreau~

BARBARA A. MORELAND,

John R. Morgan, Jr., Dianne M.
Mmphy, Carol l,, Mutz, Daniel
Albert Najjar, Mary E. Neal, Burco
E. Newton, Nancy L. Nichols,
Diana D. Noya, Kim A. O'Connor,
Michael J. Ogden, Stephen F.
Olmstead, Kristine A. Olson,
Loretta M. Ortiz y Pi no;
William E. Parnall, Mary Beth
Patton, Rosanne M. Piatt, Frank
D. Pitchford, Margaret V.
Pittman, Anthony C. PortN,
Reginald H. Post, Jr., Kathryn A.
Ptacek, Ann RamagP, Mona Lisa
Reed, Marion S. Reid, Sharla B.
Rider, Michael F. lUng, Juli<• A,
Riordun, Pamela J. Roberts,
Richard G. Roberts, Roxann<' E.
RobC'tts, Sharon J. RobPrtson,
Patrick J. Rogers, Bruce E.
Ros(.)nzweiJh DianP C. Ross, Mary
Suo Rowan, Hat·ry W. Rubinoff;
Linda L. Salamon, Susan I.
Salonimer, DPbra A. SanchPz,
Reginald E. Saville, Judith A.
Schmidt, David C. Serna, Sally A.
Shoals, Francis G. Sieber, Karne I.
Simon, James E. Smith:~ Jrs., Sara
Smith, Laurenct• M. Spear, Phyllis
C. Sprock, Patricin S. Squires,
Mary E. Stacy, Scott M. Staley,
Anne C. Stchli, Paul D. Stibbard,
Marjean C.· Sullivan, Jan F.

Dr. S. I. Hayakawa
Eyes Senate Seat
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) .. ·Dr. S. I. Hnyaknwa, the spunky,
scholarly formN president of San Francisco State University, said
Tuesday lw will run as a Republican for tho U.S. Senate if he <mn
ov<•t·comr a legal obstaciCI.
'!'he roadblock in Haynwaka's path to becoming a Republican
candidate is tho fact thai ho changed his regis\l'ation from
Democrat Lo Republican only last Aug. 31. State law t·cquires
thai a primary candidate not be registered in any other party for
lhP prrviom; y!'ar.
Huyakawa, 67, is no longer touching at S.F. State, although he
has an office llwr<• and the till<• President Emeritus. He has been
lc•ctudng ('XLf'nsivt•ly and wriUnl{ sinct lw l"(lsignlld last yClm·.
llnyakawa noted that when he was trying to put down the
rampufl r(lbf'llions, somPtint('S in prrsonal confrontation W(laring
his bright tam o'shanter, "! got plenty of support from rank and
file Democmts, but tho Democratic r<•pr<•sentalivos in the Slate
Hous" nnd CongrPss did not g:ivt\ nw much h(llp."
1

A. Urdanela, Phyllis R. Vicker,
L<>sli<• L. Waddy, John Waldrick
ll, Hancli I. Walseth, Delores M.
Wartws, Leslie A. Wosl, Paula J,
\VNil; MikP Edwin WhilP, Kar(ln

L. Williams, Richard P. Wojcik,
Ricardo C. Ximenes, Robert L.
Yarwood, Patricia L. Yoshimoto,
Ch al'ics F. Youbcrg, Jr., and
Timolhy P. Zntuws.

We Do It All

• • • •

Summers;

CRAIG R. 'l'AILBY, Denise L.
Tessier, DaniC>l B. Thompson,
Sylvia R. Thompson, Patricia A.
Tipton, James R. Tryon, Ramon

BEAUCHAMP & Co., JEWELERS
DESIGN, MANUFACTURE AND
REPAIR ALL KINDS OF GOLD,
STERLING
AND
PLATINUM
JEWELRY.
FIVE CRAFTSMEN TO SERVE
You. PROMPT WORK ·AND
REASONABLE PRICES.

SIMONSON CYCLE CO. 268-4508
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Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend.

It

'IEAUTIFULI JUST BEAUTIFUL!'

'

REGISTRATION HOURS

Welcome BackSo Who Cares
What are you doing here?
If you have gotten this far inside the registration issue
of the Lobo without noticing the front page and some
of the questions that appear on it, you might as well just
put it down and go on about your business. But since
you are reading this, we'll assume that you have read the
questions that are primarily concerned with the
University of New Mexico, what occurs here and some
of the people that are concerned with the daily Iife of
this institution of higher learning.
Have you ever really stopped to think what you want·
from UNM? Just what is a "meaningful learning
experience" to you? Judging from what went on last
semester-or more accurately, what didn't go on-not
too many people seem to know or care what they want
from the university.
Or just how well did you know your university and
its illustrious personalities? Granted, Ferrel Heady and
Norm Ellenberger should be two of the more prominent
names on the campus, but what about the other two?
We thought it was somewhat of a challenging question
for our readers.
And did you know what Ross Perkal does in private?
Surely you remember Ross Perkal, the president of the
student body who was elected by less than 10 per cent
of you.
But the most intriguing question on today's front
page is the one which asks the question: "The biggest
disappointment of 1973 was:." In our haste and because
' of the general state of confusion surrounding the
completion of the newspaper that you are now holding
in your hand, the editorial staff of the Lobo forgot to
include the last answer to that question which we feel
would be the overwhelming choice of all our socially
and politically minded readers. The answer is obvious.
The students ofthe University of New Mexico.
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Getting Harder.
to BelieveFirst came the news that the administration, much
less some of the top·ranking officials in our government,
had anything to do with the political chicanery that
seemed to be rampant at the time.
Then someone happened to mention something about
some tapes. There's been a long and seemingly endless
battle as to just who should listen to those tapes and for
what reasons.
But, alas, parts of some tapes were missing and in the
place of normal conversation was nothing more than .a
buzz, supposedly caused by an absent-minded
contortionist posing as a presidential secretary.
Everyone wants to know the truth about the whole
sordid affair, but is there anybody out there who does
know the truth? It doesn't appear that way.

I

A New Perspective
This is to express my appreciation for Karl Vera's
recent coverage of the candy machine situation at
UNM. I've observed much the same behavior in the
automated lunchroom at the main post office where
I work and have given some thought to its
significance.
I can't agree, however, with Vera's pig evolution
theory (which is rumored to date back to Francis
Bacon). since true pigs usually relish wholesome

garbage with real food value.
As an alternative explanation, Vera should
consider the ominous similarity between candy
machine addicts and the rats and pigeons used in the
experiments of Skinner and other behaviorists. With
this new perspective in mind the next question to be
investigated by the Lobo reporter is: who's doing
the testing?
Neal Wilgus

Compliments

Gasoline

Article

Prediction

I'd like to compliment Karl Vera's "Deep Throat
at the Candy Machine" (Lobo, Dec. 7, 1973). It was
the best piece of writing I've seen in the Lobo in at
least the last three years. If Karl can make a story
on candy machines interesting, think of what he
would do for the student go~ernment!
Kay Ashley

Just wait until the price of gasoline goes up to
about 80 or 90 cents a gallon. It will surprise the ·
number of Americans who want to go on that
vacation trip or use their cars the way they've been
used to as to how much gasoline the oil companies
will miraculously come up with. I can already see it
in my crystal ball.
Frederick Rodgers
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Fri., Jan. 1 8
Sat., Jan. 1 9
Sun., Jan. 20
Mon., Jan. 21
Tues., Jan. 23

--

--

8-5
9-1
Closed
8-7
8-7

Construction

Student Union
Building

Medicai-Let;~al

Branch Stare
at Stanfard & Marble
Dpen Weekdays tD-4

I
i

I
I

I

Baak Return & Refunds Palicy
1 . Books bought for 2nd semester may be
returned thru Feb. 15 for full credit if in new
condition.
2. Books brought back for refund must be
accompanied by I.D. and receipt.

3. No

refunds

after

the 4th

week

of

classes.
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Receives Honorary Doctorate
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Heady Cites Attitudes
Dr, Ferrel Heady, UNM
president, has received an
honorary doctor or laws degree
from Park College, Kansas City,
Mo.
He gave the fall commencement
address there last semester to
graduates who included four New
Mexicans; Walter H. Adams of
Carlsbad; Jay C. Pierson, Carrol
W. Libby and George Warren, all
of Holloman AF Base,
Alamogordo.
In his address, Heady discussed
current attitudes of skepticism
toward "the very idea of
identifying and measuring
excellence in higher education"
and why he though i it necessary
to "recognize those who have
achieved cxccllenc<". ''
Heady, in describing current
evaluation of traditional courses
and grades, said "I believe thai in

this cont(lxl., education is in part n
sorting-out process. We must
continue to have measures for
demonstrated achievement of
excellence in the pursuit of
education."
He said educational innovations
re cenily have complicated the
task of measuring educational
achievement in conventional
ways, even though such
innovations arc deemed necessary
to make education more relevant
in response to pressures from
society and from students today.
"I do not claim that we
should rigidly cling to traditional,
standardized forms for measuring
and recognizing academic
performance," Heady told his
audience. "Nevsrtheless, I think
that it is crucially important that
we retain suitable means for
identifying and honoring

excellence in higher education."
The citation accompanying
Heady's honorary degree
recognizes his work in public
administration, in this and other
countries. He worked in the
Philippines and led the
International Committee of the
American Society for Public
Adminstration. As a faculty
member at the University of
Michigan, Heady was recognized
with its "Faculty Distinguished
Achievement Award."
He served with the Brookings
Institution, the U.S. Department
of Agriculture and with the
Hoover Commissjon and became
council memher and then
president of the American Society
for Public Adminsitraiion.
Heady has been president of
UNM since 1968, Park College
recognized him as "a leading
representative of those who
express concern for a
revitalization of the university's
teaching mission and for a
more profound understanding of
thr university's position in
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Get silly ot
the Trio.ngleRock & Roll
Thursdo.y thru So.turdo.,Y

<

Pitchers of beer
~1.25 on Thursdo.ys
8:00 to 9:00
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Court Candidacy Revealed
Judge B. C. Hernandez,
president of the UNM Alumni
Association has announced his
candidacy for the Democratic
nomination and eJ~ction to an
eight year term on the New
Mexico Court of Appeals.

0
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Ex-State Senatorial
"'"'
" Candidate To Reveal
..,
"
II "'
~ Nixon, Hughes Deals
I

(Ed. note: John Meier ran for the Democratic Senatorial
nomination in New Mexico in 1972. He was defeated in the
primaries.)

We hope your New Year's
resolution was to enjoy one
first class meal each week.

No Cover Cho.rge

Hernando?. wns uppoinl<'d to
tho Court of Appeals in March,
1972, to fill the new position
c<:onicd by the legislature which
increased ilw Court from four to
five judges .

VANCOUVER, B.C. (UPI)-A former aido to billionaire
Howard Hughes says he wants to tell the Senate Watergate
Committee about relationships between the President, the
President's brother-Donald and the Hughes organization.
John Meier, 40, said in an interview at his home in suburban
Tsawwasscn, B.C., that if the Committee does not hold hearings
on the subject, he is considering releasing his testimony through
the news media.
Meier has met with Committee investigators twice. Asked what
he wants to testify about, Meier listed Hughes' purchase of Air
West Air Lines for a reported $90 million in 1969-which
President Nixon approved-and $250,000 in campaign
contributions from Hughes to Nixon in both the 1968 and 1972
Presidential elections.
"It encompasses the whole Howard Hughes-Richard
Nixon~Don Nixon relationship,.,-, Meier said.
MEIER DECLINED TO ELABORATE on specific aspects of
his planned testimony, saying he intended to honor a pledge
made to the Watergate investigators that he wouldn't discuss it
prior to the hearings.
The committee has not announced whether it will reconvene
its bearings. The decision will not be made until after Congress
reconvenes Jan. 21.
Meier said he is eager to testify because his "problems" stem
from his knowledge of activities by Hughes officials and the
Nixon administration.
Those problems include a $9 million lawsuit filed against Meier
by Hughes and two indictments by federal grand juries alleging
conspiracy and income tax evasion. Both the Hughes suit and the
indictments relate to some $18 million in mining claims bought
by Hughes Tool Co. when Meier was its "scientific adviser."
"I've been under a lot of pressure, which started after being
questioned by the Watergate people," Meier said.
Meier ran unsuccessfully for the Democratic senatorial
nomination in New Mexico in 1972. He believes that some of his
difficulties with the government stem from "my liberal politics."
He said that during the primary campaign "I criticized the war
and a lot of (Nixon) administration policies."
HE LOST THE PRIMARY, he said, because he was dragged
into the Clifford Irving hoax involving a Hughes biography. The
government alleged that Meier was "George Gordon Holmes," the
man Irving said acted as a liaison between the author and Hughes.
Meier said that Hughes hired him as an executive aide because
of the billionaire's project to halt nuclear testing in Nevada. He
said he worked mainly on that project during his first years with
Hughes.
He said also he has told the Watergate Committee about
dealings between Hughes and the Nixon administration on the
atomic testing issue.
Although he said he met with Hughes several times during his
tenure with the organization, he refused to discuss either Hughes'
appearance or his impressions of the billionaire recluse.
Meier left the Hughes organization in 1969, moved to Canada
in August, 1973, and purchased a $60,000 home in Tsawwassen,
about 25 miles from Vancouver.
He has thus far been unable to obtain landed immigrant status
and is prohibited from working in Canada.

A nat.ivt.> of Santa Ij'~, Judge
Hernandez has resided in
Albuquerque since oarl'y
childhood. He uitcndod law
school at De Paul University in
Chicago, and practiced law in
Albuquerque from 1949 until his
up pointment to the Court of
Appt•als, except for two years
when ho served as Unit~d States
Ambassador to Paraguay.
Judge Hernandez has also
served as chairman of the New
Mexico Chapter, National
Conference of Christians and Jews
and as a member of the Board of
Directors of Albuquerque
Chamber of Commerce.

Judge B. C. Hernandez

Why does

a college student
need life insurance?
OnP good rPa~on-ll dPnlOn~tral('~ ltnam tal
rP~pom•h•llty. A growtng numl)('r ol <•mploy<'"
<lr(' looking lor thi~ <har,H l<•rhlt< 1n pro~p<'< ltv<'
Pmplny<·P~ .
Th<>rP <lf<' nl<UW otlwr •mpori.Jnl fl'd'on~.
ThPy'rC' all< OV('rpd 111 <1 'Jl<'< ldl boo~I<•L: '"Why
Coil<'g<' '>LUd<•nt' <lr<' Buying ltl<' ln~ur.m< <''"for
a In'<'< opy al no oblig.111on, wrtlt• or< .111.
Berl Aikins
120 Vassar Drive, S.E.

Albuqu<'rque, N.M. 87106
505/255-1613

Southwestern Lin~
Happiness is what we~ sell.
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JAN
18-24

We know you'll find that meal
at Roger's.

Bring your lo.dy
o.nd boogie.
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Come donee with the Rockotz
Thursdo.Y thru Soturdo.Y
Centrol & Girord is
The Triangle

ONE OF THE SOUTHWEST'S
FINEST SHOPPING CENTERS
70 stores to serve you better
plus 1OOO's of free parking
spaces for your convenience.
Visit us soon, you will find entrances off Louisiana, Indian
School Road and Pennsylvania.

Use Your UNM
City Bus Pass
for Convenient
Winrock Shopping
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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Complete Gourmet
Dinners Served
Mon-Sat 5-9PM
A Sandwich Experience
Mon-Sat 11 ~3 PM
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Closed Sundays

Roge~t'3 RM~Wtg

20'3

R~footumt

Lead & Cornell
301 Cornell SE .

JAN
25-31

THE MOST SENSATIONAL SERIES
OF ANIMATED FILMS EVER SEEN
ON THE SILVER SCREEN

9,~~

BUCK ROGERS ond
THE LITTI.E RASCALS

The largest nuts ever made
weigh 3,304 lbs. each and have an
outside diameter of 4,-3 1/2 inches
and a 26-inch thread, Known as

CLASSIFIED

or b11 mail
Clrui!!J Hcd Advertising
UNM P.O. Ilox 20
Albuquerque, N.M. mt31

10¢ per word, $1.00 minimum.
'!'erma: P11Ym~nt mua~ be mndc In full
prio~ to ina!'rtion or mlverliscment.
Whc1•e: Journalism Huildfng, Hoom 205.

5)

PEHSONALS

o~6it''-"M0NEY .,~~.;k~~your --~d~M rcnHtYi
everY <'t'cntion connidercd; before 8 p.m.
2G!I-:JOG3,
l/20.
.. -·
nousgsn"rim AVAII,Anr,E. T~xrcri
en('(•d, rPlluble, v,ood Albuqucr<JUC ref·
t•r<•tH'M. Lonsr pcrlodn rrcfNred. Indlnn
Sd10ol & Oirnrd arcn. Symputhctlc to
ppL~ nnd planls. 'ferms ncgotlnble, noaaihly free. nil 2G5-24~4: '" ,__ "'~"~c-c 1/2~
DJi}LJ()TOtJS I~OOD ~ reiUionnbly priced;
12: 00·1: 16, Mon.-Fri.: Canterbury ChnP•
tfn
el, 42[; University N,E,
- --..
PnEGNAN'r AND NKED HELP? You
hnvc friends who cnrc at Birthr!i:ht.
247-!J81U.
~-~~~·---~~-----~·- - - - " - - - -............ =-=~"~
WRlTEHS NJ~EDED: New Mexico Dnily
Lobo. Apply in person nt the Lobo, room
lli8 or Student l'ublicntiona.
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SERVICES

CITY WlDF. •rv. Soles nnd Service. Service cnll...E:._J~5_:~5~-'··~ ~·~-Y~~
DTtAWING CLASS-Begins Tuesdny .Tnn.
20th, Emphasia on the tlgure, movement,
und inlerdiscinlinnry studll'R or usc to
the nrtist. EsPec;lnlly g-oml course to get
out of visunl ruts. Cnll 7G5-51i80,
l/24
11\lAGES-PORTRAJT, PASSPORT, nllnlicntion nhotogrnpha. Cloa(!, 11uirk, anne.
2312-A Cen trnl SE. Behind IJutterficlda.
260-0()(}7.
_____ 5/~
IJEf_,J..,y DANCING-The nnclent nrt thnt
cclcbrutM womnn, A 12-week eourse
utilizing yogn & meditntion with emnhn·
sis on body nwnrencss & sell npprccln·
tion. 71i6-51i80.
l/24
HYPNOSIS: A scientific mental technique
for study-improvement, contlclencc, nnd
control. For n Cree In formntive brochure
write or cnll: Center !or Hypnosis,
Lomns Medlen) Office Plnzn, Suite 210,
10701 Lomnll N.E., Albuquerque N.M.
!17112. 292·0370.
1/21
LOW CAR INSUnANCE RATES for mnrricd student.~. Cnll 298·5491 and nslc fo~
Dick Alcxnnder.
1/18
JJF.GAL SF.:nVICES. UNM I,aw School
Ciinicnl Progrnm offers INTnl servicM
for students unci stnff. Furnished by
<JIInlitlcd luw studcnL9 under fncully su·
pervision. Avnilnbility limited Lo those
whose Mscls nnd income do not exceed
estubllshPd guidelines. liOl' rev;i9tra tion
fee. Cnll 277-2913 o~. 277-3604 ror in·
formntion nnd nnnointmcnta. Sponsor~d
by Associnled Stu.lents oi UNM.
trn
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos.
Lowest nrlces in town, !nst, plcnsing.
Ncnr lJNM. Cnll 266-2444 or come to
1717 Girard N.E.
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II'EW.LJo:'I"I' PACKARD II/P 35 r;rientlflr
c•ah•ulntor $2!1r;, Holm<~~ lllf', 2f.l-70Hl.
401 Wyoming Hlvd. NI·:.
1/24
'fOM YOUNG'S ll~nlth SPit memb<'rr.hlp,
$HI monthly, H67·3:!74.
1/24
CHOSS-GOUNTHY SKIKRS, Noti<·e: eomt•I<•L<' !«'l<'!'tion of lopo!rrnphir mups for
N(•W MI!Xic'o, Southern Colorado, Jiolmnn

~~
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NEED A RENTAL plnce to live? We
have hundreds or vncnncies to choose
from. Also, free roommnte service l Onen
till ·9 :00 dnily. RENTEX 260-7991. Fcc.
1/18
SITTING ROOM, bedroom, bnth, refrbtcrntor. no kitchen. Private entrance. Close
to UNM. Attractive, grnde Upper dlvi1/24
slal'l. 243-6139.
SOUTH VALLEY three bedroom, den,
fireplace, garnge, wnlled ynrd. Fnmlly or
individuals, children nnd pets O.K. $150
plus $50 deposit. Call Jim in Las
Cruces 623-1266 evenings.
1/24
BOSQUE PLAZA APARTMENTS. Adobe
Style--1 & 2 Ddo. Furn. & Uniurn.•
Utilities included. Pool, giiS • barbeque,
large balconies, sauna, ref. nir, 10 min.
from UNM. Waterbeds permitted. From
$150.00. 8201 Marquette NE-266-6071.
Students & professors welcome II I

51

FOR SALE

TROUBL'E figuring your income tnx 1
adding machine for snle. Underwood Sunstrand Electric, $25. Cnll 296-7242 before noon.
WHILE THEY LAST. Dnek issues of the
Dnily Lobo nre sold for 10c each in Student Publicntions Business Office room
205, Journalism Building.
WATER BEDS. Wnter bed system for
$49.95, Water Trips 768-8456.
1/31

30 POHTADLT•J 'l'V's, $24 to $GO, 441
. Wyomin~~ NB. 265-G987. .
2/21
NI•Jro:D HOOKS for Physicnl G~01::rnphy
101, l'hyni!•td G(•olo~y 101, nne! Psyt'IJOIOP.'Y
101. U:;ed bookn in good ~onditlon for
l<•9H thun bookstore's price. Cnll 209·1502
nrtcr 6 p.m.

Attendance: 14,999.

New Mexico 109·Columbia 56
~

New Mexico 102-Minnesota 68

[

New Mexico 98-Utah 91

§'

New Mexico 84-Brigham Young ~
7 5:

.:;-'

Arizona 97-New Mexico 89

g.t"'

Arizona State 80·New Mexico 68 P
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EMPLOYMENT
ALASKA
•• boo.. ,. . ., . , , . , , - , , , . , , ,
(j)

hnnclbook, ",TORS IN ALASKA.'' covcrn
nil O<·cupntions, fncludinl! pipeline. 1974
!•dillon, $3.00, from JOBS JN AJ,i\SKA,

An~hornr:c

/

I
1,.,

~

ENAOr~.nD~:I~Cr.~SJ:~I~ ';TiO~U:~R~I:&N"Gi.~.~ ·uai~p mifenc:~tin~dj r·
Hox0 lti65,

11

1

09610, n licensed

~122:::-~!~:_i313) 22._2-~57~:..

1.~18

rentals, ( $3.50 per dny or $0,00 for the
I•'r<'c;> clinics for the beginner.
MOUNTAINS & lUVEnS, wildemMs
trnvel specinlist, just ncross from the
U. 11t 2210 Ccntrnl SE. 268-4876.
PHO'I'OGRAPHY
COURSE
forming.
Tnu~tht
by t1rt-oriented, profcssionnl.
On~ thr<'e·hour lecture weekly, individual
dnrkroom instruction. Hcnvy prncticc in
excellent dnrkroom nenr UNM. Discussions, criti!]Ues, field trips. Limited to
eight very serious pernons, be1dnners or
intcrm('dinte. Starting nro\md · Feb, lat.
Fills rnst, so reserve n plnce now. De~-~~~lls: 2~5-2~44.
1/31
'rHUNDEIBIRD MAGAZINE is tnking
submissions for t11c next issue, Dring
thrm to room 206 Journnlism.
--~-~-----===:.:.__
PART-TIME JOB. Must be over 21 yenrs
olcl. Apnly in pcrson-grndunte students
only, SnvcWny Li!]uor Store. 671G
Menan] NE.
1/81

When it comes to shoes
/
and apparel for the dancer . . . I
)

c0

me t 0

PARIs '
.

.

\

Wl'ek).

___

HOLMAN'S, INC.

f "'CI)"'fl OJ-.j:l ...... " J!.eAt"ti"'OI•4J .. It.lt:tJu'rftl"ue; 4 ~

;i)~&-~oi,•J

I

I
\

I

(I

featuring:
II

Engry-Drnft Supplies
*Slide Rules
*Templates & Vellum
Grnphic Arts
*Ins tan type Dry Transfer
*Mico/Type & Mico/Tape
*Kohinoor Rapidograph
Sets & Points
Calculators
*HIP 35, 45, 46, 80, 81
*Berkley Keystone 395

I
\

Professional Books

McGraw Hill *Wiley
*Prentice Hall
*and others
Schaums Outline &
Wiley STG Series
Maps
USGS Topo Maps* Antique
*World and US by Rand
McNally

1101 Wyoming Blvd., N.E.

'Y//.-'//////////////////////////////////////,.1,;

.~ERUS~' BOOKS

~

with thl' fans as they were
introduced.
"That's som<>Lhing that had
b('(•n in the back of my mind for
awhile," said coach Ellenberger,
who dl'<'amed up th<" scheme. At
any raiC' it got both the t<>am and
the crowd up for the gam<>. Th<'
win gave the Lobos an 8-0 mark
on the year. High point man:
Bernard Hardin 22, Top
l'c>bounder: Brucl' Battlc> 6,

Inc.

fOR RENT

FREE RENT, private room: Christinn:
Lornnll, Pnlomns, early mornings 208·

(Continued from paga 19)
Earlier in the w<>ek Coach
Norm Ellcmberger had complain<>d
that final examinations wNc>
destroying the basketball mindc•d
Lobos. But whc>n thc> Lobos had
finished chewing up th(• Red
Raiders they werc> ready for a
Chemistry f.Psi for dessert.
Tht• Lohos also did a uniqu£>
thing before thl' game by running
into th<> crowd und shakinghands

ADVERTISING

Hntc~l:

1)

LOBOSI WAC Record Now2-2

-the Pilgrim Nut.'i, they were
manufactured by Doncaster
M oorside Ltd. of Oldham,
Lancashire, England,

For fine quality Capezio -tights, leotards and footwear for
dance or exercise classes . . . in an extensive range of
sizes •.. visit UNM's friendly neighbor, Paris-UPTOWN,
at 3701 Central NE .... or SHOE CIRCUS at the new
northeast entrance to Winrock Shopping Center.

I•ZPRICE
-r-Iardback-Paperbacks
Magazines.

.

'

THE BOOKCASE
·109Mesa IE

fine shoes

